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Abstract:

Use of Monotonic Static Logic in Scaled, Leaky CMOS Technologies
Kagan IREZ

This dissertation explores the characteristics of Monotonic-Static CMOS and its potential
applications in leakage reduction in ultra scaled Bulk-Si technology with significant gate leakage
currents. Using test circuits consisting of different configurations of 16-bit lookahead adders, we
performed a comparison among static, monotonic static and domino logic in terms of various
properties including power, delay, noise margin and area. Comparisons were done over a wide
range of possible transistor widths to fully characterize the tradeoffs for each circuit type.
Experimental results show that MS-CMOS has potential advantages in some situations in terms
of stand-by power, evaluation speed and noise margin in such a technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. MOTIVATION
Technology has been evolving exponentially as time passes. Although not as fast as
Moore suggested almost 5 decades ago, VLSI circuits have still been getting smaller and smaller,
and as technology scales further the VLSI circuit field keeps moving forward at an enormous
pace. Higher processing-power laptops, lighter cell phones, smaller medical implants are just a
few examples that consumers demand every couple years. Higher demands are coming with
each generation of manufacturing the VLSI circuits. Longer lasting battery power, packed in a
denser area, work under different conditions, or process faster than previous generations are only
some requirements that are expected to be met with technological advancements. In summary
technological advancements are always expected strongly to exceed prior years of improvements.
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Among many issues arising due to aggressive technology scaling one major issue is
power dissipation. Power dissipation due to unwanted leakage currents in nano-scale devices is
one of the critical issues. Some other related problems that technology scaling brings are to
maintain/improve other parameters such as processing speed, noise margin, clock load, area
overhead. These problems led industry to do extensive research on leakage suppression
techniques, both at the device and circuit levels, algorithms to increase noise margins, and
techniques to improve speeds in many circuit families. For leakage suppression, at the device
level the use of new materials such as high-k metal-gate (HKMG) [witt2011] and new structures
such as FinFETs [raj2011] may be able to help slow the growth of leakage effects. However, due
to high cost and complexity of these device-level techniques, and continued device scaling, they
will likely provide only a temporary solution. Circuit-level techniques will continue to play an
important role.
Monotonic Static Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MS-CMOS) is a technique
that was first investigated in [sech1998] and found to be a potential compromise to improve
speed of dynamic logic using static gates. While in general static logic is considered slower
compared to dynamic logic, monotonic static logic can improve the speed of static logic in some
situations. Besides improving speed of static logic, it can generate higher drive currents and has
higher resistance to noise compared to many other circuit families. On the other hand, the
monotonic static logic is worse than static logic in aspects such as noise immunity and area
overhead. Similarly, monotonic static logic has pros and cons compared to dynamic logic. Overall
it can provide help to increase the variety of solutions a circuit designer can use and improve the
results in specific conditions.
As analyzed further in the later sections of this dissertation, MS-CMOS technique can be
considered a circuit design technique placed in between domino-type dynamic logic and standard
Static CMOS (SCMOS) logic. It can be advantageous over domino in issues such as noise due to
MS-CMOS being static in nature and advantageous over Static CMOS in issues such as speed
due to being Monotonic. Also MS-CMOS technique as introduced in this work provides advantage
in power dissipation based on the nature of static power dissipation, whether it’s due to
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subtreshold or gate leakage. Taking advantage of evaluation and reset cycles MS-CMOS can
provide extra reduction in subtreshold or gate leakage allowing the designer to interfere with
leakage without changing circuit structure. Thus an investigation that is deeper than done in the
past is undertaken in this work regarding the pros and cons of MS-CMOS design technique in
future technologies where heavy leakages are expected to occur.
1.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
As pointed out earlier scaling has become a necessity to reach standards that current
century is demanding. Scaling shrinks the size of devices, which in turn allows them to operate at
higher speeds. However with each generation of scaling more problems appear. Transistors
getting smaller with each generation bring problems in many areas including power dissipation,
and noise immunity. One of the main problems as pointed out in ITRS summary [ITRS] is that
reduction of effective oxide thickness (EOT) will be a difficult challenge even with the introduction
of device level techniques such as HKMG. While higher speed is easier to acquire with scaling as
the distance in between blocks on chip getting smaller, other parameters like leakages, due to
oxide thickness getting smaller and Vth threshold voltage not being able to scale down as much
as supply voltage, or noise due to on chip wires getting closer to each other are some of the
problems designers are facing.
1.3. MS-CMOS AND ITS EFFECTIVENESS AS A SOLUTION
MS-CMOS technique is first introduced as a solution to noise margin issues happening
in dynamic circuits. MS-CMOS is a circuit level technique, which can demonstrate the strong
points of both Standard Static CMOS (SCMOS) and domino designs. Since it's monotonic like
domino logic it can choose one direction in evaluation for faster response time, and being static
CMOS it will still, albeit weaker than SCMOS, have higher noise margin compared to a similar
domino design. MS-CMOS is static in nature thus generally have better noise margin than a
dynamic, and having monotonic nature allows it to have better speed in evaluation compared to
SCMOS.
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For a better understanding of discussions we point out some advantageous points an
MS-CMOS design can have over others in the following paragraphs. The following explanations
are simplified.
MS-CMOS design can be power efficient. Being monotonic, it doesn't require input vector
in order to utilize the lowest power dissipated state. Since it can utilize evaluation and reset
phases of a clock cycle similar to domino logic, a state where power dissipation is less can be
emphasized in MS-CMOS. MS-CMOS can also have a different pull up and pull down ratio in
between its complimentary parts of gates. For instance having a weaker pull up and stronger pull
down compared to SCMOS would also result less subtreshold leakage as the weakest path of a
leakage decides the overall leakage current. Subsequently a low subtreshold leakage state can
be forced on the circuit upon successful completion of evaluation phase. This is possible since a
clock does not need to be distributed equally among its phases. Thus a power-hungry fast design
can potentially make use of MS-CMOS.
The processing power of computers depends heavily on the speed of the design. With
each generation the demand of the computers leans toward faster processing. MS-CMOS logic
design provides an opportunity to the designer to implement a design focused on speed which is
close to the design of a domino circuit without the main disadvantages such as noise. MS-CMOS
with a skew (ratio between pull down and pull up network) can provide faster processing in
evaluation phase and eventually can bring the circuit to calculate the result faster. This brings the
static CMOS back to being a competitor on front end designs where in specific cases speed and
noise are important constraints.
A computer is expected to function correctly all the time. A computer that is running an
important simulation shutting down abruptly due to an outside effect, which is identified as noise,
would not be acceptable. Thus designs are tested for their noise immunity and must have a
satisfactory level of noise margin to avoid failure. Dynamic circuits in nature are susceptible to
noise. For instance the floating nodes in domino logic are the actual parts that make the domino
design faster but keeper devices tasked to provide limited noise immunity to the floating nodes
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are usually maintained weakly in a domino body, and domino circuits cannot recover from a noise
attack once it passes the critical value unlike static CMOS designs. MS-CMOS on the contrary
has stronger noise resistance in general compared to dynamic. Although its speed by nature is
slower than dynamic, the noise margin of MS-CMOS can be designed to be much larger.
Clocking is another factor, allowing the synchronization of the circuit in the entire design.
MS-CMOS like domino logic can use a clock to start evaluation and reset cycles. However unlike
domino in most cases, MS-CMOS can handle a clock only in every few levels. This reduces the
overall clock load compared to dynamic logic.
An MS-CMOS circuit suffers from area required to convert non-monotonic logic functions
into monotonic like any other monotonic circuits. While domino circuits must be monotonic by
nature, a regular SCMOS circuit which has equal strength on both pull up and pull down is not
required to be monotonic. Thus, compared to SCMOS, domino and MS-CMOS are expected to
increase in size. The conversion from non-monotonic to a monotonic circuit might cause an area
overhead of up to 2 times. A more thorough analysis of converting a non-monotonic circuit to
monotonic will be given on Section 4.
As seen above MS-CMOS can have pros and cons as every trade-off would. Thus we
study MS-CMOS in order to underline its benefits over other circuit families and its clear
advantage in specific scenarios. In previous work [Bast2006] MS-CMOS was used to take
advantage of its nature. However in that work a one dimensional comparison approach was
applied and parameter comparisons weren't extensively investigated. In this dissertation we study
MS-CMOS more extensively, using two dimensions –changing the complete sizing of the circuit
and changing the skew ratio- to compare results, adding further and deeper-level discussions to
compare multiple parameters to each other, and proposing methods such as anti-reset or quick
reset in order to reduce power dissipation at specific conditions.
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1.4. THESIS ORGANIZATION
Chapter 2 goes over the problems associated with speed, power dissipation, noise, and
some proposed solutions in the literature. Chapter 3 explains the creation of models representing
future leaky technologies. Chapter 4 explains monotonicity in circuit design and discusses the test
circuits used. Chapter 5 has the detailed analysis of the results obtained from simulating the test
circuits and a presentation of possible scenarios where MS-CMOS design can be important.
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2. POWER DISSIPATION & ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS IN VLSI CIRCUITS
Power consumption has been one of the main limiting factors of VLSI design scaling for
decades. All circuits whether digital or analog dissipate power which not only depletes batteries
but also causes other problems such as heat in devices. The important factor is to contain the
power dissipation within allowed limits given. Power dissipation in a circuit can be divided into
multiple sections. Charging and discharging a capacitance as well as leakages all dissipate
power where the earlier is intended and the latter unwanted. In this section we will address the
power dissipation types, explain more about static power dissipation mechanisms, explain related
issues such as delay, noise, area, and go through some of the remedies that can be found on the
literature and how to apply them. Power consumed in VLSI circuits under two main categories,
dynamic and static power dissipation.
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2.1. DYNAMIC POWER DISSIPATION
Dynamic power dissipation occurs while the transistor(s) is(are) switching from one state to
another. It is composed of power dissipation due to leakage current and power consumption
during charging and discharging of capacitors. In other words, dissipation of the stored energy,
the power dissipated to store energy, and short-circuit power dissipation (e.g. crowbar current)
are considered types of dynamic power dissipation
2.1.1.Short Circuit Power Dissipation
The leakage current, also called crowbar current [Nare2006], is a short circuit current
happens only when pull down network (NMOS transistors) and pull up network (PMOS transistors)
of one gate are all ON at the same moment. A crowbar current can happen in static logic when
gate is in the middle of a transition where both pull up and pull down transitions are weakly on.
The crowbar current also happens in dynamic logic which is the result of clock delay. Depending
on the timing of the clock crowbar current in dynamic logic could cause serious issues.

Fig 2.1 Icrowbar is the short circuit current(crowbar current), Vdd is equivalent to logic state
1 triggering bottom NMOS transistor, Logic 0 state is triggering PMOS transistor.

The crowbar current usually happens due to resetting of a dynamic network happening
faster than evaluation. In a network with multiple gates in series, pull down network of a gate
located in the middle of the network might have been activated during evaluation phase. If the
network receives a reset phase signal which happens quickly due to every dynamic gate having a
reset transistor, the pull up network will be activated by the reset transistor. However the pull
down network which was activated during the evaluation phase would not be shut down as
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quickly as pull up network being activated. As a result there occurs a time frame where both pull
down and pull up networks are turned on allowing a direct path from supply to ground. As
illustrated in Fig 2.1 this is called short circuit current, or crowbar current.
The most common design to avoid Short circuit current on dynamic networks is to add a
reset clock triggered transistor in series to the pull down network where evaluation occurs to shut
down the path as early as reset transistor gets activated. While this additional “footer” transistor
slows down the dynamic gate it prevents a direct path in between ground and supply and mostly
stops the crowbar current.
2.1.2.Dynamic Power Consumption via Charging and Discharging
The other dynamic power dissipation is due to charging and discharching of capacitors.
Charging and discharging of capacitors cause energy to be dissipated as shown in Eq 1. Total
charging and discharging energy dissipated is shown in Eq 2.
Echarge =1/2 *C *Vdd2
Etotal= C *Vdd2 *k

, Edischarge =1/2 * C * Vdd2 , for each transition

Eq 1
Eq 2

,

where, C is the load capacitor, Vdd is the supply voltage, Echarge and Edischarge are the energy
consumed during charging and discharging of capacitors, k is the total number of transitions
happening.
Scaling reduces dynamic power dissipation per gate as it is proportional to square of Vdd.
and capacitances for each gate are reduced as well. Thus in general, as scaling continues
dynamic power per gate is expected to be reduced.
Pdynamic ∝ Vdd2

where Vdd is the supply voltage,

However same thing cannot be said about static power dissipation as discussed in next
subsection. Static power dissipation could become a relatively potentially worse problem as
scaling continues.
2.2. STATIC POWER DISSIPATION:
Static power dissipation on the other hand can be described as the power dissipated when
the circuit is not doing anything (e.g. none of the transistors are switching). In other words
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leakage currents are the cause of static power dissipation. In recent times, a target has often
been to keep this at below 30% of total power. Static power dissipation can be divided into two
principal leakage currents, gate leakage, and subtreshold leakage. It’s necessary to explain gate
and subtreshold leakages, and the leakage current mechanisms in order to understand the ways
to reduce them. [Bast2007]

Fig 2.2 A simple MOS transistor structure and currents tunneling through oxide [ITRS]. Igso and
Igdo are the gate direct tunneling currents from gate to source and drain respectively; Igc is the gate
to inversion layer current which goes either to source or drain and Igb is gate to body current that is
often negligible.

2.2.1.Gate Leakage
Gate leakage is one of the leakage currents of MOS transistors in submicron
technologies predicted to become one of the major leakages current in the future. Gate Leakage,
which can also be called Gate Oxide Tunneling, occurs when the oxide thickness between body
and the gate of a MOS transistor becomes very thin. Due to quantum affects the chance of
electrons getting through the oxide and creating gate leakage current increases exponentially as
the oxide thickness gets thinner. (Eq 3) In other words, because oxide gets too thin, the
probability of electron penetration becomes significant.
Igate=KW(V/tox)2e-αtox/V

[Chan2001]

Eq 3

where Igate is the gate leakage, K and α are coefficients calculated experimentally, tox is oxide
thickness.
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From Eq 3 shows that oxide thickness is inversely proportional to gate leakage. Roughly
below 2-3nm for SiO2 the gate leakage starts up [Roy2003] and goes up by a factor of 10 for
every 0.2nm decrease of oxide thickness. Gate leakage also occurs due to the hot carriers but
compared to the oxide tunneling current it’s negligible. Gate leakage in general can be
categorized in two parts, the tunneling happening through the middle of the oxide is called gate
direct tunneling (GDT), and the oxide tunneling through the edges of the gate is called edge direct
tunneling (EDT).
2.2.1.1.

Gate Direct Tunneling

GDT happens when gate oxide is very thin and quantum tunneling effect allows electrons
to pass through the oxide barrier. Due to coefficient of the insulator which has been used SiO2 for
generations a very thin gate is required in order to properly control gate and reduce short channel
effects. For gate direct tunneling to happen there should be an inversion layer and an electric field
in between gate and body. [Schu1994]
2.2.1.2.

Edge Direct Tunneling

EDT, as seen in Fig 2.2, happens at the corners. It's a phenomenon that is worth
attention as a tunneling at gate could be very important. In contrast to gate direct tunneling, edge
direct tunneling doesn't wait for the inversion layer to have occurred via drain and source voltages.
While EDT can be a big problem in general literature a proposed polyreoxidation method
mentioned in [Mait2003] would be sufficient to lower the EDT without modifying the gate oxidation
process significantly such that it no longer remains as the dominant leakage component. Thus as
later will be seen we modified our model file in order to reflect the effects of reduced EDT.
2.2.2.Subtreshold Leakage
Subtreshold leakage as shown in Fig 2.2 is a weak inversion current flowing from drain to
Source of a MOS transistor. Transistors with small Vth and/or subthreshold slope do not
completely shut down, and diffusion current occurs creating the weak inversion leakage current.
Subtreshold current equation is given in Eq. 4 [Yuan2013].
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Ids=µ0Cox(W/L)(m-1)(vt)2e(Vg-Vth)/mVt)(1-e-Vds/Vt) ,

m=1+Cdm/Cox

Eq 4,

where Vth is the threshold voltage, Vt is the thermal voltage which is equal to KT/q, Cox is the gate
oxide capacitance, µ0 is zero bias mobility, m is body effect coefficient, and Cdm is depletion layer
capacitance.
Subtreshold Leakage occurs when gate voltage is 0 for NMOS and Vdd for PMOS. During
the weak inversion due to body still having minority carriers weak inversion conduction happens
from drain to source. The subtreshold current is primarily diffusion current unlike the regular drain
to source current carried via majority carriers which is primarily drift current.
2.2.3.Static Leakage Current Mechanisms:
Here we would like to mention some of the static leakage mechanisms including a
summary of subtreshold and gate leakages.
This image cannot currently be display ed.

, Figure 2.3: Leakage current mechanisms of deep submicron transistors. There are 8 short
channel leakage mechanisms including gate leakage [Bast2007]

1->Reverse bias p-n junction leakage: When both n and p regions are heavily doped, the
depletion region between n and p regions gets thinner. In such situations electrons may jump
from one region to another ignoring the depletion region. This is also called band to band
tunneling.
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2->Weak Inversion: When the gate to body voltage is 0 for NMOS and Vdd for PMOS
transistors the current flowing from Drain to Source should be insignificant. However in transistors
where the Vth and/or the subthreshold slope is not big enough, the transistor does not completely
turn off and diffusion current occurs creating the weak inversion leakage current. Weak inversion
leakage is also called subtreshold leakage.
3->Drain Induced Barrier Lowering: Increasing the drain voltage causes the depletion
region near the drain grow. As a result drain acts as a gate. It is more devastating at higher drain
voltages and shorter gate lengths. No change happens at sub-threshold slope but the threshold
voltage decreases (causes current to go up).
4->Gate Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL): It happens when the device is deeply turned off.
In NMOS transistors

the surface of the substrate attracts holes (electrons for PMOSs). This

causes the channel to behave as a heavily doped p region. Since n region is also heavily doped
increased avalanche and band to band tunneling currents may occur at where two regions touch
each other.
5->Punchthrough: Opposite to GIDL, if the regions are not heavily doped the depletion
region between n and p regions might become big and the depletion regions may touch each
other causing an unwanted current flow without a gate bias voltage. Surface (uniform) and bulk
(high ion implantation at the surface) punchthrough are the two types of punchthroughs that may
occur depending on the placement of the ion implantation.
6->Narrow Width Effect: Depending on how narrow the width is, the Vth of the transistor
may change. (as width gets smaller Vth goes up for locos and goes down for STI isolation) [2].
7->Hot carrier injection: this leakage occurs when the drain to source voltage becomes
big relative to the channel length. The electrons will have very high energies at the drain end and
when they hit the other hole-electron pairs, electrons and holes scatter. As we scale down the
transistor sizing we scale the channel length as well as supply voltages. Thus hot carrier effects
disappear with the voltage supply scaled.
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2.3. SOME SOLUTIONS FOUND ON LITERATURE TO LEAKAGE PROBLEMS:
We will investigate some solutions to power dissipation issue found in literature. Here we are
dividing the techniques to reduce power dissipation into 2: circuit level and device level.
2.3.1.Circuit Level
Some circuit level approaches focus on efficient computation, such as pin reordering [3],
input vector control [Kram1982] and using the stack effect [Schu1994], while others focus times
when the circuit is idle, such as power gating [Hell1984], body bias control [Tsch2003] and sleep
vector [Thorp1999]. As gate leakage, which used to be a minor component of power dissipation
for many years, began surpassing subthreshold leakage in sub-65nm nodes in traditional low-k
bulk-silicon transistors [Wen2000], most circuit-level leakage suppression techniques, which were
once designed for subthreshold leakage reduction, were modified to include gate leakage
suppression as well.
2.3.1.1.

Active – Efficient - Computation

Input Vector Control: Leakages measured on a transistor changes based on the input values
of the gates. For instance on a 3 input NAND gate realized using BulkSi technology if all NMOS
transistors are turned off the leakage amount would be the minimum while if all are turned on the
expected leakage value would be the highest. [Abdo2004]. Taking a bigger size circuit the lowest
as well as optimum power dissipation can be found using algorithms. While circuit can be sent
sleep mode with the vector that gives the lowest amount of dissipation, it’s also possible to adjust
the transistor locations on a gate to reduce the average leakage values for active computation.
Stack Effect: If more than of the transistors in series are turned off the subtreshold leakage
current reduces significantly compared to only one transistor turned off [De2011]. To explain
further let’s take a two input NAND gate. Let A and B represent the input voltage waveforms of
the NMOS transistors, and C the middle voltage where two NMOS transistors are connected as
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shown in Fig 2.4. At the time both NMOS transistors are off the voltage of node C will be positive
due to some small current from drain to source current through NMOS with input A. This positive
voltage causes the NMOS further from ground to shut down further as the Vgs value as well as
body to source voltage becomes negative reducing subtreshold leakage. Also the C node voltage
being positive reduces the drain to source voltage of the same transistors which reduces the
subtreshold leakage further.

Fig 2.4 a two input NAND gate

Pin Reordering: Pin reordering method can take advantage of both methods explained above
to reduce the overall leakage. The heaviest leakage path and most active path do not need to
coincide. For instance if we have a big NMOS transistor at the bottom of a gate in the circuit and
the gate is given logic 1 input most of time while the other transistors in series with this NMOS
transistors are turned off, the given logic 1 input will only create gate leakage. Instead if the
sequence of the NMOS transistors in series is reorganized and the transistor with the input vector
logic 1 most is placed further than the ground a significant amount of gate leakage can be
avoided.
These active computation methods are used in our designs to minimize leakages.
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2.3.1.2.

Passive – idle – Computation

Power Gating: This method allows the blocks composed of gate(s) to be turned off if
they are not in active computation.
Power gating requires more change in design architecture compared to gating with clock.
It increases time delays, as power gated modes have to be safely entered and exited.
Architectural trade-offs exist between designing for the amount of leakage power saving in low
power modes and the energy dissipation to enter and exit the low power modes. Shutting down
the blocks can be accomplished either by software or hardware.
Power gating uses low-leakage PMOS transistors as header switches to shut off power
supplies to parts of a design in standby or sleep mode. NMOS footer switches can also be used
as sleep transistors. Inserting the sleep transistors splits the chip's power network into a
permanent power network connected to the power supply and a virtual power network that drives
the cells and can be turned off.
Typically, high-Vth sleep transistors are used for power gating, in a technique also known
as multi-threshold CMOS (MTCMOS). The sleep transistor sizing is an important design
parameter.
Body Bias Control: Body bias control is a method to improve the threshold voltage (Vth) and
subsequently improve energy. [Kosa2001], [Srin2012]. By changing the body to source voltage
the Vth can be further adjusted to designer’s need. In BulkSi MOS transistors, the VTH is given by:
Vth= Vth0 + γ ((|2ΦF − VBS|)1/2 − |2ΦF |)

Eq 5

where Vth0 is the Vth without any body bias, 2ΦF is surface potential during strong inversion, and γ
is the coefficient of body effect [PTM]. Let’s discuss briefly the above equation where the source
of an NMOS transistor is connected to ground. When body receives a negative voltage it causes
the width of the depletion to grow. This means to create an inversion layer a bigger gate voltage
is needed and as a result Vth rises, which is also known as reverse body bias (RBB). When body
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receives a positive voltage while the source is connected to grounded, this time the width of
depletion gets reduced and as a result Vth decreases, forward body biasing (FBB).
There are many technological problems associated with body biasing in bulk MOS
transistors. RBB causes short channel effects (SCE) to get bigger, causing variability within
devices with a common bias to increase. This cause many problems such as SRAM where
device matching is sensitive to small changes. Short channel effects gets better due to FBB,
however it also possibly causes the junction leakage to grow. In addition, the body bias which is
an analog signal must be distributed long distance, worse case across the entire die. This arises
more issues as it causes the cross-talk between wires to grow worse. Lastly, as channel doping
increases with scaling, the effect of Vth to body bias diminishes with scaling the sensitivity of Vth to
the body bias decreases with scaling, because the channel doping increases.
Sleep Vector: As mentioned as a part of efficient computation the input vector
combination can be used also to put the circuit into standby via arranging inputs for circuit to
cause lowest power dissipation.
2.3.2.Device Level Techniques

Scaling of MOSFET’s to below 22nm faces significant challenges. The required highchannel doping to control SCE lowers the drain current and increases band to band tunneling
across the junction leakage and GIDL. It also increases the Vth variation (makes it harder to scale
the supply voltage) and creates difficulty in controlling SCEs. The ultra thin body (UTB) fully
depleted (FD) SOI, and multiple gate MOSFETs (e.g. finFETs) are the expected solutions for the
above problems according to ITRS [ITRS]. As we scale the transistors in order to limit SCEs all
the parameters including effective oxide thickness are scaled. In Bulk CMOS with SiO2 as the
oxide, NMOS transistors are bigger threat in terms of leakage, specifically gate leakage,
compared to PMOS transistors since there are very few electrons in the p+ poly gate available in
PMOS transistors for the tunneling to the substrate, and hole tunneling has a much lower
probability. However for different materials the advantage of PMOS over NMOS transistors in
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terms of gate leakage might not be the case since the tunneling probability ratio is not same for
materials other than SiO2.
Here are the some discussions on the device level techniques in literature to reduce
leakages;
Increase in Oxide Thickness:

Oxide thickness can be increased at the expense of

speed and short channel effects. This can be dealt with by using the previous technology node
parameters with the latest wire thickness instead of only increasing effective oxide thickness.
Multiple Oxide Thicknesses;

can be used [Fuka2003]. Even though 2 different oxide

thicknesses always stated as a solution to the leakage (thicker oxide for slow paths while thinner
oxide for faster paths) more than 2 oxide thicknesses can also be used. However since the
process of creating multiple oxides in the same chip is not a cheap one whether using more than
2 thicknesses is beneficial or not is still an unanswered questions. There is no paper clearly
explaining the trade-off between different oxide thicknesses used in a chip.
Different Gate Oxide Materials; can be used. Assuming that a material with high ε value
will create thicker oxide thickness, if the permittivity (ε) of the new material is higher than the ε of
Si than we can maintain the same Capacitance value (Cox= εox/tox) without decreasing effective
oxide thickness (EOT). That means we can prevent SCE without decreasing EOT and without
causing any significant band-to-band tunneling. There are different attempts in the literature. As
an example, in [Ohta2005] 45nm Nitrided oxide is used and EOT is not changed from 65nm.
Different Gate Materials other than Poly Silicon, e.g HI-K Metal Gate:

Other methods

can also be used. If the new gate material causes less or no poly depletion region a good
performance can be achieved without a thin oxide. Since the depletion region is less or
completely vanishes, the effective oxide thickness becomes very small.
As we know high-K materials are defined as materials that can be used as an insulator
like Si02 but have higher permittivity. Higher permittivity allows the use of higher oxide thickness
while keeping the oxide capacitance (Cox) and the doping concentration same. On the other hand
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different gate materials such as metallic gate instead of poly gate reduces the Poly Silicon Gate
Depletion so that the new (ex. metallic) gate with thicker gate oxide can have the same SCE as
the Poly Silicon gate with thinner oxide. Both High-K and metal gate electrodes are also required
in order to maintain the speed of scaling according to ITRS [ITRS]. In other words, if one does not
use any circuit level technique to reduce, high-k materials for oxides and metallic gate are
increasingly important for technology nodes below 60nm due to the gate leakage.
Here are some useful discussions and formulas taken from the related papers. In some of
them instead of SiO2 other material for oxide are used. Silicon Nitride (Si3N4, k=7.8) was
investigated in [Yee2000] due to its compatibility with conventional CMOS processes. In the
paper it’s also suggested that the replacement of SiO2 with Si3N4 could take place as early as the
gate length is scaled to 100nm. It’s projected in the same paper that the tox,eq of JVD Si3N4 gate
dielectric can be scaled down to 0.65nm and 1.13nm for high-performance and low-power
applications respectively before it is limited by excessive tunneling gate leakage current. However
today’s technology node is beyond 65nm and Si3N4 remains only as an alternative since Hafnium
based high-K material has already been developed by INTEL, and due to the new High-K
materials incompatibility with today’s Silicon Gate metal gate material is also introduced by Intel.

This image cannot currently be display ed.

Equation 6, Gate leakage
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The above formula (Eq. 6) of gate leakage is a part of a semi-empirical model [Yee2000]
and is used to describe the gate current through ultra thin Si3N4 in [Wen2000]. Here q=electronic
charge, h=Planck constant, εSiN=Dielectric permittivity of Si3N4, Φi,SiN=tunneling barrier height in
electron, mi,SiN=carrier effective mass, VSiN=voltage across dielectric, ESiN=electric field in the
dielectric, i(=ECB or HVB)=indexes the tunneling mechanism. More in this study can be found in
[Schu1994].
In another paper [Ohta2005] different improvement were suggested as shown in Fig.2.5.
One improvement suggested was the mobility improvement by optimizing S/D recess shape, gate
height for PMOS transistors, and SiN capped STI with SiN liner. Another improvement is the
parasitic resistance reduction via slit-embedded B-doped SiGe-SDE. In summary this paper
mainly presents a solution to SCE by changing the shape of the doped regions without making tox
any smaller.
At [Bai2004] at 65nm Tech node (intel), instead of changing oxide thickness, enhanced
channel strain and junction engineering was done to improve the performance and decrease the
power dissipation. Cu interconnect was used for low resistance in this paper. And lastly in
[Fuka2003] a 65nm-node with triple gate oxide was introduced by NEC Corporation. The paper
claims that multi Vth was a solution at 90nm node but no longer practical at 65nm node.
2.4. CONCLUSION
So far the leakage mechanisms as well as the device physic techniques to reduce gate
leakage have been investigated, and we have shown here that there are many ways to reduce
the impact of gate leakage as well as subtreshold leakage on a circuit design. Some of the
techniques mentioned in this section are used in this dissertation while others could be used
along with the MS-CMOS logic. Overall MS-CMOS approach is another technique in the toolbox
to potentially help out resolving problems happening in circuit design. In fact, there is a general
agreement that there is a potential problem so that we are going to look at additional things that
can be done.
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Before explaining monotonic static circuit design techniques, in the next section we cover
the modified model used in order to make reasonable predictions of the leakages in potential
future technologies.
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3. MODIFIED HTM22B MODEL

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling an integrated circuit using physical properties of explored devices as well as
predicted models before building actual circuit is a necessity. Our purpose is to investigate
different circuit performances in the presence of heavy gate as well as subtreshold leakage
representing potential future device characteristics. In order to obtain reasonable performance
analyses a high end technology node model with gate leakage parameters included is needed.
Due to state of the art models being given no access by companies for research purposes, we
decided to use PTM (Predictive Technology Model) model, a predictive spice-compatible model
generator from Berkeley [BSIM]. It uses device physics as well as semi empirical approaches in
calculating the various parameters and it’s possible to adjust the model parameters. In order to
gather the desired data, modifications were made to a PTM model. This section focuses on the
the reason behind choice of model and modifications as well as gives the steps taken to ensure
the model’s ability to work within predetermined boundaries.
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3.2. PTM (BSIM) MODEL CHOICE:
BSIM provides models which are the predicted behaviors of transistors. These models
include a list of parameters with corresponding values generated through realization of many
physics as well as empirical data through experimentation. While the models of older generation
technology nodes are widely available, the recent tech node files especially state of the art model
files are not available for research purposes. And the future models can only be predicted.
As underlined before, our purpose is to analyze circuit designs under heavy leakage
constraints at high end technology node. As mentioned, gate leakage is not expected to
disappear but could come back as an even bigger problem in the near future. Subtreshold
leakage has been a potential source of trouble to any designer for number of years, and though
manageable does remain as a problem that needs close attention in every generation [Kao],
[Shin2007]. Currently no technology in existence has heavy gate and subtreshold leakage, and a
commercial model is not available to modify or even to use. Thus a modification of a reasonably
accurate model, which was created for research purposes, shall represent roughly what we could
see in future technology node. To represent the future technology with heavy gate leakage it
becomes a necessity to create a leaky model. However this is not possible with current
technology nodes as HKMG has become standard in current high end transistor fabrication and
models of HKMG transistors assume gate leakage as a negligible issue. On the other hand bulk
silicon (also known as bulk CMOS) is the conventional silicon process used in transistors. It has
been researched for nearly 3 decades and can be considered well established. Although it is not
actively used to create transistors with current cutting edge technology, it can be enhanced to
allow us create modes with heavy gate and subtreshold leakages to represent future technology
node. Thus, BulkSi approach is used in our simulations.
PTM has proven to be a reasonably accurate model and it has been used in literature many
times [Bast2005], [Cao2011]. While significant amount of research has been done on the
development it’s publicly available at many technology nodes including 22nm bulk technology
node. What we need from a model file is to provide significant gate leakage to represent future
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leaky technologies. 22nm model met our criteria as a high end model where we can adjust the
gate leakage. The original gate leakage current given by the model file is lower than subtreshold
leakage of the same type of transistor. As a result we made significant modifications to make the
gate leakage larger.
3.3. MODIFICATIONS
Our goal in modifying the model file is mainly to increase the gate leakage rate in the
transistor to catch up and even exceed the subtreshold leakage level. Modifications were done in
two steps. The first step is to use the web tool PTM provided to acquire a model file. The website
engine allows modifications of tech specification parameters, a subset of primary parameters in
PTM. Other primary parameters cannot be changed through website engine. A list of primary
parameters is shown are on Table 3.1. In the second step we change the parameters that are
given inside the model file after the model file is produced by website. This step can help us
incorporate additional changes that are not automatically placed in the model by the generator.
One of the changes we did in the second step was to reduce EDT compared to GDT as EDT
could be reduced significantly via design technique [Mait2003].To reflect this change in our model
file we change inner parameters inside the given model file and verified that the results are
acceptable in other respects as each parameter is involved with other variables. In the next
subsections we discuss technology specification parameters in detail.
3.3.1.Changes On Parameters Of PTM
The BSIM4 model has the device physics implemented to analyze and adjust necessary
parameters to change technology specifications. In order to create a modified model with a leaky
environment primary modifications are needed. While the model has over 100 parameters inside
to satisfy physical, semi empirical as well as empirical characteristics there are 10 primary
parameters affecting the device performances. Vdd, Toxe, Leff, Vth, and Rdew are considered as
technology specifications, Nch and Etho are process parameters and K1, M0 and Vsat are
physical parameters.
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Table 1: Primary parameters in PTM

In Table 1 10 primary parameters used in BSIM are given. The PTM model mainly uses
these 10 primary parameters to match the simulated results to the real ones. With the help of
spice tool it’s possible to measure the leakage power at a circuit. Below is the brief discussion on
the technology specifications of primary parameters in PTM and our specs we use.
Vdd: While the supply voltage, Vdd, scales in general with each generation of integrated
circuitry it does not necessarily follow the rules of Moore law [Moor1981] completely. In
[Horowitz1997] Vdd and Vth effects were investigated in 0.25um tech node and optimal Vdd and Vth
values were found for different conditions. In [Kurs01] Vdd and Vth scaling techniques were
discussed.
In our simulations a 0.8V Vdd supply voltage provided us with reasonable results as
decreasing the supply voltage any further caused the circuits to fail at boundary conditions as
model has significant leakages included. In previous work [Bast2007] 1 V was used as supply
voltage at 45nm technology encouraged us to use a supply voltage that’s lower than 1 V. Since
it’s not expected for Vdd to drop much lower than it already is, we picked a Vdd value which is a bit
lower than standard voltage value given for the technology. As a result in this work supply voltage
is set to 0.8V unless otherwise mentioned.
Toxe: Electrical gate oxide thickness is the definition of gate oxide where the physical gate
oxide thickness is defined by Toxp and their difference as Dtox in BSIM model. The fact most circuit
designer knows is that any change on the oxide thickness directly affects gate leakage [Lo1997].
In the case of an NMOS transistor being turned on via gate to Source voltage, depletion
region will happen on the P type gate and inversion layer will appear on top of the depletion layer
in substrate (base). To get in to more detail.
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As seen above equation oxide thickness affects the gate voltage and any change on
oxide thickness changes it. More information can be found at [BSIM]
In our simulations we used oxide thickness as 1.5 Angstrom for both NMOS and PMOS.
This number is roughly 4 times smaller than the given specs in the model file which allowed us to
increase the gate leakage.
Leff: Effective channel length is equal to drawn length of channel and the offset which
occurs during chemical processes.

in linear region,

in saturation region
As seen above MOS transistor current equations, length of the transistor directly affects the
current that can go through.
We used exactly same value given in the PTM website for 22nm node.
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Vth: Threshold voltage can be found by the addition of flat band voltage, ϕs and
squareroot of ϕs minus voltage of base to source multiplied by body bias coefficient.
Vth is an important parameter as subtreshold leakage directly depends on it. Vth is kept at
0.4V range in our designs to ensure fast processing while most leaky designs able to function
under safe conditions.
Once the model file generated by PTM website according to our given specifications, a
secondary modification can be done as second step. As explained in more detail in the next part
a change was made on EDT leakage to reduce its value.
Poxedge: It is defined as factor of the gate oxide thickness in source/drain overlap
regions. This parameter allows the user to adjust the gate leakage at the oxide corners. As
explained earlier the EDT leakage can be reduced significantly by making some simple changes
on oxide corners during the fabrication [Mait2003]. By changing the poxedge variable, affecting
the gate leakage happening around the oxide edges, we effectively reduce value of EDT leakage
compared to GDT leakage. While initial parameter is 1, we used 1.3 to make edge direct
tunneling negligible compared to gate leakage. Any further adjustment of this parameter affects
other values generated such as Igs and Igd currents.
3.4. RESULTS
As we pointed out earlier justification of the increase in gate leakage value is to make sure
leakage values represent a future leaky technology where gate leakage is the primary static
power dissipation source. Just to keep things simple we pick NMOS transistor as a reference
device, and to create a significant amount of gate leakage current we increased the gate leakage
current by roughly 15-20 times of the subtreshold leakage of the NMOS transistors. To represent
this in our model we multiplied the original gate leakage value by roughly 100 times and reduced
subtreshold leakage value to maintain gate leakage to subtreshold leakage ratio is around 15-20
times in both NMOS and PMOS devices. Since in BULK Silicon technology NMOS is the primary
transistor causing leakages, our modification was made first on NMOS and then the same
multiplication ratios were applied to adjust transistor leakage values of PMOS transistors. In
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PMOS while multiplication ratios are same, the modified value of Subtreshold leakage will still be
bigger than that of gate leakage value as seen in Fig 3.1. Due to device limitations based on
device physics and boundaries already implemented inside in the BSIM model increasing the
gate leakage any further starts to have big impact on other parameters.

Figure 3.1:An NMOS structure with directions of potential gate and subtreshold leakage currents

A simplified MOS transistor model with leakage currents is shown in Fig.3.1. The leakage
currents shown in the figure are static leakage currents where the transistors are not switching in
between states. Subtreshold leakage is mainly represented by the horizontal arrow showing that
the leakage current is moving from drain to source. On the other hand gate leakage current is
composed of 5 remaining arrows shown on the figure. Gate direct tunneling (GDT: Igcs+Igcd) ,
edge direct tunneling (EDT: Igso+Igdo) currents and Igb (gate to base tunneling current) are
together considered gate leakage current. Edge Direct tunneling current can be controlled without
significant changes to device as it only happens at the end of oxide. One proposed
polyreoxidation method mentioned in [Cao2000] could lower EDT without modifying the gate
oxidation process significantly in the future. GDT is expected to continue to be a major issue for
bulk-silicon devices, however, because of its exponential growth with technology scaling.
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Figure 3.2 A simple MOS transistor structure with currents tunneling through oxide [16]. Igso and
Igdo are the gate direct tunnelings from gate to source and drain respectively; Igc is the gate to
inversion layer current and Igb is gate to body current that is often negligible.

Fig. 3.2 shows the difference between the original 22nm Bulk-Si PTM model [irez2012]
and HTM22B for both PMOS and NMOS transistors. The gate leakage of NMOS transistors in
both BSIM4v4 and HTM22B models is dominant over that of PMOS transistor, matching a widely
known property. The BSIM4v4 model is adjusted to increase the GDT leakage by roughly 100
times while keeping the jump of EDT at around 20. Although the increase of GDT in the PMOS is
larger than that of EDT, GDT current in the PMOS transistors is still smaller, but both are small
compared to the gate leakage in the NMOS transistors.
In short, in order to explore the effectiveness of using MS-CMOS logic in an environment
with significant GDT leakage which could be representative of future technologies, we developed
a hypothetical technology model, called “HTM22B”, based on a 22nm Bulk-Si BSIM4v4 model
[BSIM]. The original model was modified to include less subthreshold leakage but higher gate
leakage (EDT+GDT). In addition, we changed the coefficient to significantly reduce the
exponential relation in between tox and EDT compared to tox and GDT to highlight GDT as the
main gate leakage component for both NMOS and PMOS transistors.
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4. MONOTONIC STATIC CMOS (MS-CMOS) TOPOLOGY & TEST DESIGNS

MS-CMOS circuit design technique has been first proposed by C. Sechen [Sechen1999]
as a means to improve speed of Standard Static CMOS (SCMOS) designs. Since then more
variations of MS-CMOS’s usage, such as improvement in power dissipation and noise, has been
published [chin2004], [bastani2006], [irez2012]. This chapter aims to explore MS-CMOS design
and give broader view to readers in understanding the advantages and disadvantages this
technique provides when implemented in an IC design.
In the following sections we explain MS-CMOS structure in detail, and go over MS-CMOS,
domino as well as SS-CMOS designs, from a simple gate structure to 16-bit lookahead full adder.
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4.1. DEFINITION OF MONOTONICITY
The term “monotonic” literally means unchanging or staying still. In mathematics a
monotonic function’s output will be either non-decreasing or non-increasing function of input, or
what we call rising and falling input respectively. In other words for any two input values “a” and
“b” either a ≥ b → f(a) ≥ f(b) or a ≥ b → f(a) ≤ f(b) has to be satisfied for a monotonic function,
and these functions are called monotonically rising and falling respectively. A function neither
monotonically rising nor falling is called non-monotonic.
While the above terminology of monotonicity is for single function as seen in Fig 4.1, this
notion of monotonicity can be generalized in a straight forward manner for logic gates or blocks
with multiple voltage inputs , ie, Vout=f(Vin1,Vin2,Vin3….) .

Fig 4.1: An example of monotonic function (monotonically rising)

In this work we are looking into designing CMOS logic circuits where inputs and outputs
are represented of voltages. In logic circuit design if the function of a gate, which has voltage as
its input(s) or output(s), is monotonic, inputs are in the same direction and the inputs are
monotonic function of time then outputs will be monotonic function of time. In another words if a
logic gate’s function is monotonic and the input signal is monotonic then output signal will be
monotonic as long as input signals are monotonic in the same direction.
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A single NAND or NOR gate can always be referred as monotonic as long as it does not
receive rising (non-decreasing) and falling (non-increasing) inputs at the same time. However, for
a circuit made of multiple gates to be monotonic, all inputs must be monotonic functions of time,
and it has to be carefully constructed from input to output to maintain monotonicity at each gate
along the way. The direction of inputs and outputs of NAND and NOR gates is opposite, i.e., if all
inputs are falling all outputs will be rising and vice versa. In other words a logic gate which has
input(s) of monotonically rising function of time has to follow a logic gate that has input(s) of
monotonically falling function of time and so on.

Fig 4.2: This figure shows the logic response of ? and ? for ? is equal to logic 0 and logic 1
where the inputs are monotonically rising input function of time.

Monotonicity does not allow a simple inverter to generate a signal from its complement if
both the signal and its complement are needed for the same gate. For instance if a monotonic
logic circuit has all rising inputs and both signals A and A as inputs, their voltages would look like
those pictured in Fig 4.2. If we plug A in to an inverter it wouldn’t produce the A in the figure or

vice versa. As a result of this restriction, a monotonic implementation might require more circuitry.
Monotonic circuits naturally operate with reset and evaluation phases. Every logic signal
starts out from a well defined reset voltage value. For example the two signals in Fig 4.2 start
from low voltage. A transition may or may not happen during the time called evaluation phase,
and these transitions ripple through the circuit. If all circuit inputs are then returned to their reset
values, transitions will ripple through the circuit that return every signal to its reset value.
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4.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF MONOTONIC DESIGNS
Monotonicity has been commonly used in Domino circuit designs which are specific type
of dynamic circuits, as shown in Fig 4.3, where high speed processing is obtained via two phased
system, resetting (pre-charging) on pull up and evaluating on pull down. Domino designs one
single domino block use the concept of two consecutive gates. Primary gate is the dynamic gate
where output is processed, and secondary one is the basic static inverter acting as buffer. The
secondary gate provides circuit the capability to drive bigger loads as well as allows simple
additional designs such as keeper devices to keep the circuit less susceptible to unpredictable
interference. Unless otherwise told, by a domino gate we mean both primary and secondary
gates as one gate. In domino designs in general one clock period is divided into two phases,
evaluation and reset. Reset phase resets (precharges) the output, simultaneously through PMOS
transistors assigned as pull up network, and evaluation phase allows inputs to be processed in
the circuits based on whether outputs transition to opposite logic from the precharged logic state
or stay same at the reset values. Reset and evaluation phases are explained further in detail in
section 4.2.1.

Fig 4.3: A dynamic (domino) gate with ϕ as clock and A as input. Here only primary gate of
domino is shown.

In domino design monotonicity requires inputs of the gates to be monotonically rising
during evaluation phase which means inputs can change from low to high or stay still. In other
words, inputs changing from “high” to “low” during evaluation phase violates monotonicity rule.
While Domino designs in general require PMOS transistors to be used in reset phase for other
monotonic designs reset phase is not necessarily built via PMOS transistors. Monotonic designs
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using evaluation and reset phases can be precharged via NMOS or PMOS transistors. In the
case of NMOS transistors that are functioning as reset transistors, input voltage changing low to
high during evaluation phase violates monotonicity as opposed to resetting through PMOS
transistors. Fig 4.4 shows a basic monotonic function example where inputs are rising on level 1,
falling on level 2, rising again on level 3, continuing with same pattern.

Fig 4.4: An example of basic monotonic function. Each block, represented with rectangular
boxes, not necessarily identical but contains odd number of gates so that the output and input
always alternates.

On Fig 4.4 a basic example of a monotonic circuit is illustrated where inputs and outputs
of each block have to follow an alternating pattern so that each following block as well as overall
circuit can still be monotonic. For a gate to be called level 1 all of its inputs have to be primary
inputs of the circuits. Similarly a level 2 block must have at least one output of level1 block as its
input and other inputs must be either the output of level 1 or primary inputs. The pattern continues
until all levels are defined. The term “alternating pattern” used here to show if the input of an odd
numbered stage is rising, input of the even numbered stage should be falling and vice versa. In
other words during evaluation phase if odd numbered stage favors the pull down direction, the
even numbered stage should favor pull up direction. As in this concept the evaluation and reset
direction transistors can be identified as the transistors favored during evaluation phase and reset
phase respectively.
Non-monotonic circuits, such as SCMOS, have logic gates that do not favor a certain
direction.

However monotonic circuits, such as domino or MS-CMOS, can favor a certain
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direction, thus making use of alternating pattern, by favoring (skewing) pull up and pull down
transistors. In general for a monotonic circuit each gate in a clock period is specialized only pull
down or pull up transition which allows the gates to be made stronger in favor of one transition to
be taken advantage off. By alternating the outputs of each successive gate monotonicity can be
enforced.

Fig 4.5 Example of one direction in monotonicity

Some circuits are monotonic by nature while others can be converted to be monotonic. To
create a monotonic circuit from a non-monotonic one, gates that are disturbing monotonicity have
to be removed. For instance the trapped inverters ( inverters located in between two levels where
input and output of the inverters are needed to be both rising or both falling ) needs to be
replaced by a duplicate of the previous levels up to trapped inverter to convert circuit design from
non-monotonic to monotonic. More on the conversion is addressed in Section 4.2.5
4.2.1.Reset (precharging) & Evaluation Phases.
Reset and evaluation phases are not mandatory for all monotonic circuits. Domino circuit
family requires reset and evaluation phase as a part of its functionality. However, monotonic static
circuits can function without it but benefit from both phases. One clock period can be divided into
reset and evaluation phases.
During reset phase all outputs of the gates are set to initial values. During evaluation
phase, based on the inputs, all outputs either switch to opposite logic value or stay at the same
logic value. In domino design reset means PMOS transistors are turned on by a clocked network
connecting power supply (Vdd) within the circuit to internal nodes charging them up to Vdd level.
On the other hand, during evaluation phase, each gate output either stays at its initial state or
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monotonically transitions. For domino design evaluation phase would mean pre-charged internal
node charges staying at supply voltage or dropping to logic 0 causing the output to ripple through
depending on the input values.
As a part of their reset network, domino circuits in general are designed to have a weak
PMOS transistor triggered by the clock in each block. While individually weak, a reset transistor in
every block allows the domino circuit to reset relatively fast. MS-CMOS on the other hand does
not need a clock triggered reset transistor in each block. Due to MS-CMOS being a part of static
CMOS family, resetting the initial values can be obtained through sending a reset wave from the
primary inputs which ripples through the levels. If MS-CMOS favors one path subsequently
increasing the strength of evaluation path transistors relative to reset path transistors, that would
increase the delay of a reset wave reaching the last stage. Thus, although not mandatory, MSCMOS logic also could benefit from reset transistors in every few levels.
4.2.2.Skewed Logic
One of the main advantages of monotonic circuits is to be able function in separate
phases. Each phase uses different set of transistors resulting transistors to be specialized for that
phase. This allows the designer to improve the strength of transistors placed on one path relative
to transistors on the opposite path. For instance transistors on evaluation path of a monotonic
design’s speed can be improved by increasing the strength ratio of evaluation path transistors
relative to reset path transistors, which is also called skewing [Solo2002]. Monotonicity
encourages the logic path to be skewed. Basic skewing of MS-CMOS gates with a skew ratio of 2
is shown on Fig 4.6(c).
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Fig 4.6 (a) a basic inverter with widths of PMOS and NMOS as “a” and “b” (b) A NAND gate
which has total PMOS width equal to 2u, total NMOS width equal to 1u. Skew ratio here is 1 where
regular inverter is assumed to have equal rising and falling delays at PMOS/NMOS ratio 2 /1. (c) 2
level gate structure composed of 3 NAND gates, first level pulling down, second level pulling up with
a skew ratio of 2. “u” instead of “µm” is used in figures for simplicity.

The width ratio of the transistors in a gate for a non-monotonic circuit, where the rise and
fall delays are designed to be equal changes from technology node to technology node. In the
most of the given figures, the ratio of a non-skewed gate size always matches the ratio of basic
inverter with a PMOS and NMOS size of 2µm(u) and 1µm(u). The given numbers of the NMOS
and PMOS widths in the figures are only examples and might be required to change depending
on the technology nodes and other parameters if a better performance is wished to be achieved
Skewing in circuit design can be explained as the change of ratio in between pull up and
pull down network of a gate. Mathematically skew (S) is calculated by the favored path width
divided by non favored path divided or multiplied by the standard inverter ratio with equal rise and
fall delays. Below is the formulization of skewing mathematically with Fig 4.6 (a) being used for
the parameters
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Skew (S) =
Skew(S) =
,where

(
A

(@ A

= (ai/bi)(b/a)

Eq4.1, pull up is assumed the favored path

= (bi/ai)(a/b)

Eq4.2, pull down is assumed the favored path

A@ (

A′ (

(′ A

= (a/b) is the width ratio of PMOS/NMOS of an inverter where the gate has equal pull

down and pull up ratio for the given technology node and a’ and b’ are the total PMOS (pull up)
width and total NMOS (pull down) width respectively.

Fig 4.7: MS-CMOS NAND gates with skew ratios from 1 to 3. A 2/1 PMOS/NMOS ratio is
used in demonstration representing non-skewed, (S)=1, gate.

A CMOS gate which has equal pull up and pull down strength is shown in Fig 4.7(a). By
skewing one creates two paths relative to each other, one to be weaker and the other to be
stronger. Many definitions have been used in literature to specify weak and strong paths.
[Hamz2001]. Under the condition where pull up of the gate is favored we call it “High Skewing”,
and similarly under the condition that the gate is skewed to favor pull down path we call it “Low
Skewing”. For instance on Fig 4.6c first stage is low skewed while 2nd stage is high skewed and
on Fig 4.7(b) and (c) the gates are both low skewed.
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Fig 4.8: 6 basic monotonic static CMOS gates (a) no skew (Skew=S=1) NAND, (b) low skewed (S=2)
NAND (upsizing), (c) high skewed (S=2) NAND (downsizing),(d) no skew (S=1) NOR

(e) low

skewed(S=2) NOR (upsizing), and (f) high skewed(S=2) NOR (downsizing).

Skewing in a design can be done in multiple ways. The most common and easy way to
skew the logic is to change the width of the transistors; however skewing can also be achieved by
other techniques such as changing the Vth (threshold voltage). In order to change the threshold
voltage one can adjust the doping density, ion implantation, can alter the effective oxide thickness
which requires advance process, or the body bias of the transistor in PUN (pull up network) or
PDN (pull down network). The questions such as how to skew and which way to skew (upsizing
or downsizing) cannot be answered with a general reasoning. The answer depends on many
variables such as cost of the process if device level techniques are implemented, technology
node, parasitic capacitances…. Skewing by changing the width of the transistor or changing
threshold voltage or any other method is still a decision that the designer has to make based on
what is available.
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Skewing does not only rely on only getting transistors on one path stronger. Skewing
transistors of one path high, for instance transistors on evaluation path, can be done by
increasing the strength of evaluation path transistors, reducing the strength of opposite (reset)
path transistors, or by both increasing evaluation path and decreasing reset path transistors’
strength at the same time. Fig 4.8 can be used as an example of skewing with downsizing the
opposite transistors so that the switching energy goes down for the skewed logic circuits. On Fig
4.8 we see gates with no skew and with skew (S) =2 ratios Skewing is shown on 2 NAND and 2
NOR gates. NAND and NOR gates are skewed high in (c) and (f), and skewed low in (b) and (e)
respectively.
Through alteration of skewing on each level a favored path can be created. Basically the
common property that all these monotonic circuits share is the alteration of low-skewed and high
skewed logic gates. Monotonic circuits such as domino and zipper CMOS, a design technique
which is comparable to domino in speed but worse in charge-sharing problems in most cases
[Lee1986], can be quite efficient in terms of speed during the evaluation phase. However,
improving the delay of one design does not come without any tradeoffs. Increased power
dissipation due to the clocking, increased noise sensitivity as well as logic overhead are the some
common fallouts of skewing may cause.
In this dissertation for the sake of simplicity a widely used skewing method, skewing the
width, is used to increase or decrease the strength of a path. If we had the technology at our
disposal that had different options such as allowing high and low Vth transistors used in a circuit
together, we could also use it to do skewing. But in this dissertation we did not make that
assumption and continued using basic width skewing.
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4.2.3.Distinction Between Static and Dynamic Networks
It’s important to understand how static and dynamic networks are defined, and what the
properties that differs them from one another are. We will summarize the difference briefly by
comparing the strong points of each design relative to other one.
Conventional static logic gates have full complementary pullup and pulldown networks,
have roughly equal performance for input transitions of either direction, and will eventually
produce a valid output some time after their inputs settle. They do not require any clocking. Pure
dynamic circuits rely on a precharge clock to initialize their output at a tentative logic state, and
conditionally switch it during evaluation. Initial values may not last indefinitely and transitions can
only go in one direction during evaluation.
Domino is a successful type of dynamic circuit that can use a single clock for multiple
levels by enforcing a monotonicity constraint on the logic. Keeper devices are often added to
help with noise immunity - they replace some of the function of the missing (pull-up) switch that
would be provided in a conventional static logic gate [Jeya2011], [Alva2002]. Complex keepers
(Fig 4.9 (b)) have been proposed that can blur the line between dynamic and static gates. MSCMOS, which has an asymmetry in strength between its pull-up and pull-down, a monotonic logic
constraint to insure that only the strong path is used during evaluation, and an optional reset
clock, can be viewed as another point along the spectrum.

Figure 4.9: Dynamic and MS-CMOS NAND gate samples

Characteristics of static CMOS circuits are in general to have high noise margins, not
providing a direct path from supply to ground at anytime and to have in general comparable rise
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and fall delays where S=1 with equal rise and fall delays in each gate. Dynamic circuits on the
other hand operate in two phases under one clock period, can finalize the output in evaluation
quickly, and does not need to propagate for resetting the transistors.
One downside of dynamic circuits is that the output of a pure dynamic circuit ( no
transistor is statically keeping the output safe ) floats and if long enough time passes due to
discharges the logic high would change state and become logic low. To avoid floating output to
lose its logic value most dynamic circuits have weak devices named keeper. Keeper devices are
to provide enough strength to help circuit maintaining its logic value, and still be small enough to
avoid causing too much delay increase when the dynamic gate changes state during evaluation
phase.
MS-CMOS can be considered in the middle in a spectrum between SCMOS and domino
networks. Fig 4.9 tells us that domino and MS-CMOS circuits are really close in terms of design
prospective. The gate in Fig4.9 (a) is an example of domino with standard keeper, the gate in Fig
4.9(c) is an example of MS-CMOS, however, while the gate in Fig 4.9 (b) is domino with a static
keeper, it can also be considered as MS-CMOS due to keeper being a static pull up network.
Thus in a sense fig 4.9 (b) can be considered as both static and dynamic if only a single gate is
taken into account. Even though it’s stated in [Kram1982] that the domino logic networks with the
static keeper devices are named as static domino circuit, in Fig4.9 (b) is called “domino with
complex keeper device” at [Thor2003]. Even though there are a lot of uncertainties, one thing is
for certain that as the keeper devices become stronger, the effect of the floating node in dynamic
logic networks gets weaker and the logic behaves more like static.
As illustrated in figure 4.9, configuration of dynamic with complex keeper and MS-CMOS
are almost identical in a single gate configuration, while the differences are much bigger in
topologies with multiple gates. For instance, while domino logic requires a clocked reset transistor
to maintain precharging, in MS-CMOS the clocked reset transistor is not needed in every level.
As a result, MS-CMOS topology is not easy to be identified based on a single gate.
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Fig 4.10 Non-monotonic to monotonic conversion figures: (a) A regular non-monotonic made of 2
input NAND and NOR gates (b) Monotonic circuit up to 2nd level, 3rd level and are non monotonic due
to 2nd trapped inverter. The trapped inverter shown with a circle on (a) is replaced with gate shown
with a square on (b) to make the first two levels monotonic (c) Completely monotonic circuit. The
trapped inverter is replaced as shown on (c) with a NAND gate shown inside rectangle.

4.2.4.Conversion of Regular CMOS to Monotonic Logic
Converting a non monotonic logic to monotonic logic requires each level from input to output
to be verified step by step. First is to arrange the location of blocks according to levels as such
done in Fig 4.10a. After the proper placement of blocks we can start from the first level checking
each level for trapped inverters. Trapped inverters, pointed with a circle in Fig 4.10b and Fig4.10c,
are inverters located in between levels. They usually need to be removed with logic duplication
via demorgan’s theorem. As we move forward we remove trapped inverters on each level and
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create duplicate blocks to maintain Monotonicity. Fig 4.10 shows the level by level illustration on
how to convert a non-monotonic logic to monotonic logic.
4.3. MS-CMOS TOPOLOGY & GATE STRUCTURES
Circuit design techniques are widely used in order to reduce/solve multiple problems
including but not limited to power dissipation, noise, speed related issues in the designs. MSCMOS is one technique that is a part of static CMOS design family but uses the advantages of
dynamic circuits which is monotonicity. Monotonicity is mainly implemented to improve the speed
of the circuit in dynamic designs by pushing evaluation phase to finalize (ripple through) the
output faster.
Even though MS-CMOS circuits are not particularly proposed for specifically gate
leakage suppression in literature they have been used in multiple articles [ITRS], [Joss1999]. As
stated in Chapter 2 so that leakage currents can be reduced effectively. In this section MS-CMOS
as well as SCMOS and domino designs, and their variations will be investigated after some
review regarding MS-CMOS and its properties.
4.3.1.MS-CMOS Background
In the past to make dynamic circuits even faster, monotonic and dynamic networks are
combined and monotonic & dynamic circuits such as domino [Kram1982] were introduced. Even
though monotonicity first used with domino logic, many dynamic or static circuits like dual rail
domino [Hell1984],

dynamic -static domino [Sech1998], monotonic static CMOS [Thor1999],

noise tolerant pre-charge logic [Mura1995], and zipper CMOS [Lee1986] were soon created to
have the advantage of the monotonic logic.
4.3.2.MS-CMOS Topology
Usually, a random static logic network will not favor a certain switching direction, because
its outputs can be switched to either low or high during evaluation. However, in a network with
Monotonicity, such as typical dynamic logic networks, logic gates can be skewed to favor a
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certain switching direction and speed up the evaluation. Thus, according to the direction that the
logic gates are switched to, we can label each MS-CMOS logic gate as low skewed (LS) and high
skewed (HS). The LS gates have a monotonically falling output during evaluation, while the HS
gates have a rising output. In order to keep the monotonicity of the entire logic, a low skewed
stage must always be followed by a high skewed one and vice versa. The alternation of switching
directions between stages is an important characteristic of MS-CMOS logic.
MS-CMOS logic networks have weaker transistors on the reset path compared to
evaluation path. Though there are many ways to adjust relative strength of individual transistors,
such as varying the oxide thickness, threshold voltage. The method we are following in the paper
is to change the width exclusively to accomplish skewing due to ease in circuit variation and
availability in processing the actual circuit. Further details about the MS-CMOS logic are
discussed in various papers such as [Bai2004], [ITRS] and [Joss1999].

Fig4.11. Alternating skew directions in a sample monotonic network

4.3.2.1.

Advantages of MS-CMOS

Power dissipation in circuits can be divided mainly into two categories, dynamic and
static. Although explained in detail in Chapter 2 here we will give a brief overview. Dynamic power
dissipation, including the energy dissipated to store power and the short circuit power, occurs
during the time transistors change states, during either switching from reset to evaluation phase
or vice versa. Most of the time dynamic power dissipation is not needed to be discussed as long
as the short circuit power is not significant. In this paper our focus is mostly on static (standby)
power dissipation, calculated during the time when transistors are not switching direction.
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For standby power reduction, MS-CMOS allows each logic gate to be placed in its ideal
state simply by forcing a state, either reset or evaluation. MS-CMOS being unate function takes
advantage of being monotonic and doesn't require a best reset state. Without the monotonic
constraint and the asymmetry of the logic circuits, in general an input vector must be found to
trade off leakage performance among the various gates, and all transistors must be reasonably
wide (i.e. strong) for good evaluation speed performance.
When not in standby, MS-CMOS potentially provides additional flexibility in design
tradeoffs, as it fills in the spectrum between standard static and domino approaches. It uses
monotonicity to improve evaluation speeds in some cases as domino does, and to reduce power
consumption due to leakage currents by avoiding the mixing of strong pull-ups and pull-downs
within the same stage. But of course the extra logic sometimes needed to achieve monotonicity
may make it feasible only in certain portions of a system. While MS-CMOS would not generally
achieve the speeds of domino, it can achieve better noise margins, and has more flexibility in its
reset network design since reset transistors are optional.
4.3.2.2.

Quick Reset, Anti-Reset States

One advantage of clocked designs is that the evaluation and reset cycles do not
necessarily have to be equally sharing one clock period. Depending on the situation it’s possible
to shorten reset phase and increase evaluation phase or vice versa. What we would like to
introduce here is the technique where an evaluation phase initiated before reset phase outputs
are concluded, or a reset phase initiated before evaluation phase outputs are completed. As we
named anti-reset and quick reset respectively, these states are to reduce standby power
dissipation by changing from more leaky state to a less leaky one as early as the critical path
delay allows without interrupting the functionality of the circuit. Both quick reset and anti-reset
states can be used to our advantage depends on the circuit.
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This image cannot currently be display ed.

Fig 4.12: Example of DS (dynamic static) domino gate with a PMOS keeper

The method pin reordering as shown in Fig 4.13 [Lee2003] suggests that gate leakage is
mainly determined by the inputs of the gate. As seen in Table 4.1 any input combination with the
bottom transistor is OFF do not cause any gate leakage. As this method is actively used to
reduce the overall gate leakage in MS-CMOS this information repeated here where chapter 2 has
further information on this subject.

Fig 4.13: Some stacked NMOS transistor scenarios for gate & subtreshold leakages [Lee2003].

As in Fig4.13, 3 NMOS transistors (or more) in series can be encountered in a logic
design either favoring PUN or PDN. In [Lee2003] it’s investigated that by reordering the pins it’s
possible to reduce or even completely shut the gate leakage. In order to reduce the gate leakage
the bottom device of the stack should be switched off as long as possible.
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State

Estimated Current (nA)
Isub

Igate

I total

000

0.382

0.00

0.382

001

0.709

6.339

7.048

011

5.626

12.677

18.303

111

28.273

19.015

47.288

Table 4.1: Gate, subtreshold and total leakage values of stacked 3 NMOS transistors for samples of
different input voltages. In pull down the left input of the states is furthest from ground while the
right input is the closest to ground. Further information or results can be found at [Lee2003].

However reordering the pin to reduce the gate leakage may also increase the latency.
Although this comes at the expense of increased latency, it’s important to know that gate leakage
could be reduced significantly using different pin orders on the stack. This property can be very
important, if the gate leakage is high compared to other leakage mechanisms in the circuit.
To reduce gate leakage in Fig 4.12 or 4.13 we can use quick reset method. Bottom
NMOS transistor sizes are the relatively large on both 1st and 3rd blocks (stages) compared to 2nd
block. A quick reset phase right after evaluation phase sent can suppress the gate leakage due to
bottom NMOS transistors, overall reducing gate leakage. The first stage bottom NMOS transistor
uses chopped clk (very small evaluations period and very large reset period) to evaluate and
precharge. A reset clk can be placed if it’s necessary in the later stages. The evaluation state of
the clk should be much smaller than the reset state as indicated by naming the clock as “chopped
clk”. In this particular case we cannot determine subtreshold leakage
In the above particular scenario gate leakage can be reduced significantly with the
proposed method however what we suggest here is a rough estimation and cannot be applied to
all monotonic circuits blindly. As shown later in this chapter reset phases do not follow the domino
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rule like it did in Fig 4.12 and Fig 4.13. Once the circuit is large enough MS-CMOS designs might
also need additional reset transistors in the middle stages. If not properly calculated a short quick
reset phase can cause the evaluation phase to be eaten by reset phase which would cause the
circuit to fail.
In summary by making the evaluation state of the clk as small(short) as possible with
making use of pin re-ordering and by placing the reset wave as close to the evaluations wave as
possible a reduction in the gate leakage is to be achieved in circuits shown in Fig 4.14 and 4.15.
(Although the weaker reset path usually has the lower standby reduction this assumption will not
hold all the time.
Quick reset and anti-reset states can be taken advantage in MS-CMOS much better then
in domino and SCMOS designs. PMOS reset transistors are located in every block. Since the
domino design does reset in parallel by sending a reset signal to all gates at the same time a
quick reset state –a reset to ripple through right behind evaluation - cannot be applied effectively.
And for SCMOS designs there is no clock to take advantage of quick reset and anti-reset. Both
states will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
4.3.2.3.

Examples of MS-CMOS

Here we would like to give examples of how MS-CMOS can be designed in a NANDNAND-NAND and NAND-NOR-NAND circuit designs. In these examples we would like to
understand potential behavior NAND and NOR gates under same load and drives. Here in both
circuits we use equivalent inverter size of 2u/1u for PMOS and NMOS respectively with
downsizing method as skewing, meaning we reduce the reset phase transistor sizes to increase
the strength of evaluation phase. We will evaluate both example designs shown in Fig 4.14 and
4.15 in details here.
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Fig 4.14: LS NAND , HS NAND, LS NAND
Compared to Fig 4.14 NAND-NAND-NAND combination, Fig 4.15 NAND-NOR-NAND
combination is expected to have less gate and subtreshold leakage under same circumstances.
How much more or less leakage values expected may not be answered without a design and test
of the circuits in a given technology node.
Since the first and 3rd blocks are identical and NAND blocks the difference between two
circuits will be the middle block. During the precharging phase since the output of previous
circuits are connected directly bottom NMOS transistors we expect gate leakage based on the
sizing of NMOS transistors. In NAND-NOR-NAND design gate leakage will be limited NMOS’es
with 0.5um width x 4 times. However in NAND-NAND-NAND design, not only the two bottom
transistors are 1um which is twice the size of NOR bottom transistor but also the 2nd to bottom
NMOS transistors will also be open. Since gate leakage of transistors are proportional to their
sizing where other conditions like oxide thickness are same, we expect roughly double gate
leakage in precharging phase from NAND-NAND-NAND compared to NAND-NOR-NAND.
During the evaluation gate leakage will be based on the inputs.
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For subtreshold leakage both NAND and NOR middle gates have two transistors stacked
but the main deciding factor of the leakage is the path from supply to ground. The NMOS
transistors in NOR gate are sized 0.5um while the NAND gate has two 1um in series. As a result
the subtreshold leakage of middle NOR gate of NAND-NOR-NAND combination is expected to be
roughly doubled compared to middle NAND gate of NAND-NAND-NAND combination. However
specifically in precharging phase, middle NOR gate having two series transistors turned off is
expected to have less subtreshold leakage then middle NAND gate. In evaluation the subtreshold
leakage will be decided by the inputs.
While our analyzing suggest a slight advantage for NOR compared to NAND for this
particular design NAND gates have clear advantage over NOR gates. While all logic
combinations can be realized with NAND combinations, only a few can be realized using NANDNOR-NAND order.

s
Fig 4.15: LSNAND-HSNOR-LSNAND
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4.3.3.Adder Circuits

Adder circuits, part of combinational logic circuit family, are one of the most common
circuits in VLSI design. They have been investigated many times in literature [Oklo1995]
[Stel1998] and adder logic family’s importance in microchip design keeps the demand high for
decades.

In order to make a fair comparison of MS-CMOS against standard static CMOS and
domino dynamic circuits, adder design is selected as our test design for multiple reasons. Not
only adder circuit family’s frequent usage in VLSI, neat layout structure and symmetry are
important but also most adder circuits being monotonic allow adder circuits to be mostly
exception from logic duplication coming from converting non-monotonic logic to monotonic circuit.
This in fact gives the MS-CMOS design which requires monotonicity an advantage in terms of
area compared to standard static CMOS designs as logic duplication requirement to create
monotonicity is one of the disadvantages of monotonic designs. Our reason of choosing adder is
mainly to show reader that if MS-CMOS design does not show any benefit in favorable conditions
then under unfavorable conditions there is no need for any further examination. To discuss adder
circuitry we started with 1-bit adder test circuit explanation and moving forward explaining various
adder designs up to 16-bit.

4.3.3.1.

1-bit Adder Test Circuit

The circuits used in this section are NAND and NOR gates such as might be found in the
propagate (P) and generate (G) blocks of a carry lookahead adder. Fig. 4.16 shows the basic
configuration for the domino and MS-CMOS circuits. Capacitance is added to model the
parasitics and widths are adjusted in increments of 0.4um by changing the fingering
parameter. The skew ratio for MS-CMOS circuits (S), the relative strength of the evaluation path
relative to the reset path, is varied up to a maximum of 3, as previous work [BSIM] has shown
little use in going much beyond that. MS-CMOS gates with different skew ratios are labeled MSSR2, MS-SR3, etc. MS-SR1 would have transistor sizes similar to those of a standard static
circuit, with pullup and pulldown transistor sizes chosen to match the rising and falling
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delays. The domino gates have a variable size for their keeper devices, 0.1um, 0.3um, and
0.5um, labeled DO-K0.1, DO-K0.3, and DO-K0.5 respectively. For domino circuits, a reset
transistor width of 0.3 um is assumed.

Fig 4.16 MS-CMOS and domino test circuit topology. Inputs have been buffered to create a real input
slope

4.3.3.2.

Bigger Size Adder Circuits

Smaller size adders can be investigated through the basic NAND and NOR gate
structures. However bigger size adders are needed for discussions where multiple tradeoffs are
involved. Thus we wanted to investigate MS-CMOS using 16-bit adder. Our approach is to begin
from a domino adder and create the MS-CMOS and standard static CMOS designs. A brief
definition of adder topology follows.
A 1-bit full adder is a very simple circuit that generates 1 sum and 1 carry-out. Although
1-bit adder doesn’t require different configurations a multi-bit adder, such as 16-bit, can be
created using multiple topologies. In this section we used lookahead structure (p and g blocks
with a lookahead unit) to calculate the speed responses as well as measuring other parameters,
such as power dissipation, noise and area.
A carry lookahead structure contains p block, G block, and lookahead unit
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P0=a0+b0 (OR instead o XOR for carry out purpose)

, P block

G0=a0.b0

, G block

Cout=G+P.Cin, where p=P0.p1, g=g1+p1.g0

, 2 bit Lookahead unit

Although all has the same block diagram the adder built using domino, MS-CMOS or
SCMOS are often different. However the same is not true for static circuits. With the use of
demorgan rules [ITRS][Thor1999] inverters can cancel out each other for static logic designs
when adder is converted from domino to MS-CMOS.
For each bit we would need same amount of P and G blocks while less amount of
lookahead units. Below are the P and G blocks for SCMOS design and a 2-bit lookahead logic
block. 2nd stages are inverters because they were derived from domino implementation.

Figure 4.17: G block, schematic and equivalent block

Figure 4.18: P block, schematic and equivalent block
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Figure 4.19: 2 bit (radix2) static lookahead block and schematic of a 16 bit Adder

4.3.3.3.

Radix 2 vs Radix 4

Big size logics are broken down to smaller pieces which enable faster computation,
easier bug resolving and such. In this dissertation we have two general approaches to breakdown
a big size circuit to smaller pieces. A general 4-bit (radix 4) approach computes 4-bit at once, and
a 2-bit (radix2) approach calculates 2-bit at once. Fig 4.19 shows a 16-bit adder consist of 2-bit
lookahead blocks. Each P and G blocks are straightforward. Both approaches have its
disadvantages and advantages based on the computation required. While 2-bit lookahead blocks
look better in terms of static circuitry, for domino approach it turns out that a 4-bit approach is
better due to buffer inverters slowing down the circuit significantly. For standard static approach
on the other hand removing the extra inverters using demorgan rule solved this issue altogether.

Delay (ps)

300
Reset: falling
delay/domino
k=0.5, R4

200
100
0
(radix 2)

(radix
4)

Eval :Rising
Delay /domino
k=0.5, R4

radix 2 vs radix 4

Fig 4.20: radix 2 vs radix 4 comparison for evaluation and reset statistics
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Figure 4.21: 16-bit radix2 MS-CMOS adder design. Bigger squares notate the look ahead blocks
while smaller squares define P & G blocks. [Rand1994]

4.3.3.4.

16-bit Adder Designs

We start with 16 bit MS-CMOS design based on radix2 approach. Fig 4.19 and 4.20
shows the details on P, G, and lookahead blocks. Fig 4.21 shows how noise was implemented
into this system
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Fig 4.22 lookahead blocks of 16 bit radix 2 MS-CMOS adder
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Fig 4.23 Schematic of p, g blocks.

Fig 4.24: MS-CMOS adder structure, block diagram of p, g and lookahead blocks. Since
circuit is assumed monotonic blocks also follows monotonicity rule of alternating in skew.
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Fig 4.25 Noise implementation to 16 bit radix 2 MS-CMOS adder

Domino design is similar to MS-CMOS design in terms of high level structure. The only
diagram difference is that while MS-CMOS blocks are alternating as each second block is using
pull up as evaluation path in domino each block is same. In terms of individual blocks on the other
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hand the design might differ significantly. MS-CMOS blocks consist of 1 gate while domino blocks
consist of 2 gates one primary and one buffer. Fig 4.26 shows the P and G block designs of
domino

Fig 4.26 P and G blocks of radix 2 domino design

Fig 4.27 Lookahead block of radix 2 domino design
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In radix 4 adder designs number of blocks drops less than half compared to 16 bit adder
design made of radix 2 lookahead structures. However each individual block contains highest
stack of transistors, larger sizes and bigger loads. Figures from 4.27 to 4.29 are MS-CMOS
designs where inverters coming from initial domino design were not removed.

Fig 4.28: P, G and lookahead block in radix 4 16-bit MS-CMOS lookahead adder
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Fig 4.29: P, G and lookahead blocks of 16-bit radix 4 domino adder (footless configuration). P and G
blocks are the designs with output of p3210 and g3210 respectively.
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In general dynamic adders while being faster compared to static counterparts suffering
from noise margin and clk loading issues, while static adders having the complementary CMOS
structure can recover from noise spikes rather fast but suffers from speed compared to dynamic.
A block of adders is important in a sense how the design is. As shown earlier in Fig 4.21, a 16-bit
adder containing 15 2-bit blocks will have only 5 blocks if it’s a 4-bit adder. Although we would like
to use 2-bit adder structure for MS-CMOS to identify the strength and weakness of the MS-CMOS
structure 4-bit structure will be used due to dynamic 2-bit adders being slower
The individual blocks were also discussed in [irez2012]. Here we discuss about the
blocks and how many bits they contain. A domino adder that has 2-bit blocks is rather slower
compared to a domino with 4-bit blocks due to having buffers that are not really needed. In the
following section these problems and more will be discussed.

300
Delay (ps)

250
Evaluation
CMOS

200
150
100

Reset CMOS

50
0
Radix 2
Radix 4
Delay Comparison for 16 bit lookahead Adder consist of 2 bit and 4
bit CMOS lookahead units.

Fig 4.30 16-bit adder topology comparison (2-bit vs. 4-bit lookahead blocks)

As the size of any design gets bigger, design of each block also becomes important. 4-bit
lookahead blocks for adders can provide more computation in one block while 2-bit blocks
computes faster in each block. Each block differs depends on the design of the computation such
that 2-bit domino adder blocks will be relatively slower compared to 4-bit domino blocks because
the buffers in 2-bit adder blocks slows down the computation more than the gain they are
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supposed to do. Below chart shows the difference on different adder designs while being sized
based on equivalent inverter.
Big size logics are broken down to smaller pieces which enable faster computation,
easier bug resolving and such. To find the optimum we first select two 16-bit adder structures
made of 2 bit lookahead blocks (radix 2) and 4 bit lookahead blocks (radix 4). A general 4-bit
(radix 4) approach which can compute 4-bit in one level can be considered slower based on
individual logic block and of driving next block, and a 2-bit(radix2) approach which calculates 2-bit
at once computes faster compared to a radix 4 in a block vs block comparison but might make
the circuit longer . Next section we will go over the discussions in detail.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP RESULTS & ANALYSIS
In this chapter we analyze the experimental circuits explained in Chapter 4 from various
points of interests. These include power dissipation, speed, noise, area and clock load. We used
a new approach for designers to find optimal point in power and delay tradeoffs. Using 2
independent parameters one to create different skewing and one to shift the circuit sizing, all the
elements, including loads, from the smallest possible transistor width to the highest, where speed
improvement is no more, delay vs power curves for each circuit type was created. In this
dissertation comparisons are done in detail via varying two independent, obtaining more complete
delay vs power dissipation comparisons.
In our experiments reported here, we have explored the complete power-delay curve for each
circuit across a wide range of transistor widths.
In the following section we would like to explain the definitions used in the further part of this
chapter.
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5.1. DEFINITIONS
We would like to make sure reader is on the same page with us in terms of our usage of
technical terms and how we defined them. Thus in this section we will expand the definition of the
vocabulary that will be encountered later in this section.

5.1.1.Power Dissipation
Dynamic power dissipation term used in this chapter is the total of power dissipated due
to crowbar current and the power consumption of capacitor during charging and discharging.
By using the term static power dissipation we imply power dissipation due to current
leakages from supply to ground when the evaluation or reset state has become in stable
condition.

Fig 5.1: A stable state condition at logic 1 after changing state from logic 0. Clk here only represents
MS-CMOS and domino designs.

Once the transition (change from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0) is over and all nodes reach to "stable"
voltage values that either corresponds to logic 1 or logic 0 we call that stable condition, circuit
reaching stable output levels. For static power dissipation we measure energy (J) where the
circuit is in stable level and measure the leakages currents in terms of energy dissipated (J) for a
fixed amount of time. This fixed time where we take measurements is equal in all circuits at the
time compared against each other.
For dynamic power dissipation transitions happen in a short time frame and usually with
each successive block transition time shifts due to each blocks delay. As a result standardization
while still taking the measurements of the power during the transition is not possible without
measuring individual block power dissipation separately and adding them up in total afterwards.
One way to acquire dynamic power dissipation without measuring dynamic power dissipated in
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individual blocks is to roughly estimate dynamic and static power percentages and remove static
power from a total dissipated power. Thus, in our measurement we take measurement points
from the block which transition starts earlier till the block that has the transition stabilizes latest. In
this scenario while we measure all the dynamic power dissipation we also have same static
power dissipation included. In our measurements we observed roughly 10% of the measured
transition can be claimed as static power dissipation in 16-bit adder designs. This number by any
means a rough estimation we came up in our comparisons and may not be correct in other
circumstance such as different number of bits, size of the gates or technology node. For the sake
of simplicity, we decided to use dynamic power dissipation without removing the additional static
power dissipation mixed in. This estimated static power in dynamic power calculation should not
hurt the objectivity much as the circuits experimented here are alike and we apply the calculation
to find dynamic power dissipation to all circuits when needed..

Fig 5.2: A sample of dynamic power dissipation measurement

5.1.2.Delay
To measure delay we used common metrics found in the literature. To measure rising
and falling delays, measurements were taken from 10% to 90% of (logic 1) Vdd. In the literature
there are multiple approaches to measuring rise and fall delays including 10% to 90%, and 20%
to 80%. In our observations the transition was going without much glitch before passing 10%
levels close to logic levels, thus we deemed enough to use 10% to 90% in our measurements
To measure the speed of the whole circuit in one state we used 50% of the starting
transition to 50% of the last transition. This approach gives us the average speed response of the
circuit and is good enough for consistency.
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5.1.3.Radix
Radix is the term used to identify whether each individual block is made of 2 bit or 4 bit.
radix 2 term was used for blocks composed of gates that calculate 2-bit at a time, and radix 4
term was used to identify blocks composed of gates for 4-bit.
5.1.4. Equivalent Inverter
In this dissertation all our discussions and comparisons among designs (unless otherwise
noted) are done based on equalizing the sizing to equivalent inverters. Below Fig 5.3 shows a
basic equivalent inverter and 2 input non-skewed NAND and NOR gates equalized to inverter via
sizing the width of transistors.

Fig 5.3: Equivalent inverter [Chat1999]. The logical effort on these gates are 3/3, 4/3 and 5/3
respectively while 2nd and 3rd gates are equalized to first inverter which means all gates are sized to
be equal in terms of pull up and pull down powers.

5.2. GENERAL ANALYSIS

In an attempt to understand the basics of each point clearly, at first individual parameters,
power dissipation, speed, noise margin, area and complexity will be our focus and later we
enlarge the circle to explain the tradeoffs in between multiple parameters. We will start with power
dissipation analysis first.

5.2.1.Power Dissipation

Power Dissipation in circuits is a big impact on most of the designs. Our analysis on
power dissipation here is based on the designs explained on chapter 4. Thus we suggest reader
to look into Chapter 4 whenever not sure about the designs being discussed
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We use term radix quite frequently beyond this point in this chapter. The radix term
mainly used to justify the lookahead structures of adders. Radix 2 and radix 4 corresponds to 2
input and 4 input lookahead gates respectively.

In the following subsections we first analyze the power dissipation in radix 2 designs, and
then we take the analysis to next step by adding the radix 4 designs and analyze both.

5.2.1.1.

Radix 2

We would like to explain the properties mostly specific to 2 input gate configurations
under CMOS and Dynamic headers. First we will discuss the differences in power dissipation in
between Standard CMOS and MS-CMOS gates, then will add dynamic to the equation and give
an analysis of all 3.

5.2.1.1.1.

CMOS

Here we will be making more detailed general analysis of power dissipation on 2 input
CMOS gates.

In terms of subtreshold leakage; a regular 2 input Static CMOS circuit -which does not
contain any transistor triggered by clock-, such as basic 2 input NAND or NOR gates, could face
a situation where only 1 gate is off, specifically NMOS gate, on the path from supply to ground
during the evaluation state. Putting this scenario to an environment where all the parameters
including supply voltage (Vdd) and Threshold voltage (Vth) are highly scaled as such found on a
high-speed cutting-edge chip it's very possible to end up having a considerable amount of
subtreshold leakage due to the transistor not being able satisfactorily turn off. Subtreshold
leakage is a well-known leakage problem and there are multiple solutions to reduce its effects.

Although the subtreshold leakage given in above scenario will be significant, for the sake
of the discussion and creating a base point in between radix 2 and radix 4 we will be making
rough estimation and calling subtreshold leakage of a radix 2 Static CMOS gate with 2 inputs as
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average under the circumstances where it’s compared to radix 4 gate structure with its logic effort
also matching the radix 2 gate structure in question.

Subtreshold Leakage: Adding clocked transistors for the sake of evaluation and reset
cycles and converting Static CMOS to MS-CMOS (we assume that the original SCMOS was
monotonic) helps reducing the static power dissipation caused by subtreshold leakage by
increasing the number of transistors in series by one. (As explained by Schuegraf [Schu1994], by
increasing the series transistor number, one can reduce the subtreshold leakage in a gate.) In
this case the added clocked NMOS transistor, shown in previous chapter on fig 4.5 (c), is
expected to reduce the subtreshold leakage compared to equivalent -non clocked- CMOS design
(SCMOS) point. NMOS transistor above clocked transistor loses the connection to ground from
source after the addition of clocked NMOS at the bottom. Subsequently this effect makes VSB to
be positive in value causing the transistor to turn off further and reduces subtreshold leakage
further. Thus current flowing through non-bottom NMOS transistor in its OFF state is expected to
be smaller compared to Static CMOS
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In Reset state where clocked transistors are triggered with logic 0 and evaluation NMOS
transistors being turned off inherently due to our design, subtreshold leakage possible paths of
MS-CMOS designs are weaker considerably compared to Static CMOS.
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Fig 5.4 (a) 2-input SCMOS NOR gate, (b) 2-input MS-CMOS NOR gate with bottom clk transistor
optional. M10 has smallest sizing compared to other transistors as its duty is to precharge without
any significant time constraint, thus its capacitance will be significantly smaller than other transistor
capacitances and can be ignored in calculations

Gate Leakage: As for gate leakage, using one device or multiple devices in series does
not make much difference. However whether bottom transistor is turned on or off is the most
important factor. As shown in Fig 5.3 the two transistor's pull downs should be equivalent of each
other thus sizing is adjusted to be doubled on (b) compared to (a). An extra pull down transistor
stacked is expected to increase the average gate leakage power compared to static power
dissipation.

In the figure the inputs are designated as "a", "b" and "clk". The size of PMOS'es that has
input of a and b are given as 4u which is the equivalent of 2u of an inverter (for simplicity a
specific skew ratio of pull up(PMOS) or pull down (NMOS) (not general, an example key things)
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ratio of 2 was used in the figure) . The reset PMOS transistor's size will be based on the overall
clock load but will be still smaller than "u". For NMOS transistors when gate with no stack will
have width equal to “u”, gate with 2 NMOS transistor in series will have width to be “2*u”.

According to given parameters the gate leakage for input vector combinations are shown
below and the average gate leakage value calculated on the table, in parallel to results and
explanation in [Lee2003].
(a)2 input SCMOS NOR gate

(b)2-input MS-CMOS NOR gate

A
B
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
Avg gate leakage

A
B
Clk
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
Avg gate leakage

Gate leakage
0
X
X
2X
X

Gate Leakage
0
0
0
0
2X
2X+2Y
2X+2Y
2X+2Y+2Y
X+Y

Table 5.1: Gate leakage distribution of pull down path of the circuits in Fig 5.3. In (a) since transistor
connections with both “a” and “b” inputs are identical we used “X” to identify gate leakage in both
NMOSes when it occurs. In (b) NMOS sizes were doubled without changing any other variable. As a
result the gate leakage of bottom NMOS should be 2*X, and gate leakage of NMOS gates with “a”
and “b” inputs be different than X but identical to each other, thus we identify gate leakage of NMOS
transistors with “a” and “b” inputs in (b) as 2*Y. X and Y gate leakages can be equal in some
circumstances.

As shown in Table 5.1 the average gate leakage of a gate with stacked NMOS transistors
has higher gate leakage in theory. Y can be estimated roughly equal to X then we can deduce the
addition of a clock triggered NMOS transistors in series to the pull down of a 2-input NOR gate
would double the average gate leakage calculations for a NAND gate. We can conclude that the
average gate leakage will increase as stack size of pull down transistors increases.

Another important result we can deduce from this analysis is that the gate leakage of MSCMOS very closely related to CLK’ed transistor which is the trigger transistor of evaluation state.
By placing it at the bottom gate leakage can be controlled by the NMOS transistor triggered by
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the clock input thus the period and cycle of the clock can play an important role in gate leakage
calculations.

5.2.1.1.2.

Dynamic Logic :

As given description before dynamic circuits in general are designed to have faster pull
down compared to its equivalent static CMOS designs due to its complementary logic being
replaced by a weak reset transistor. Domino is a specific dynamic circuit type specialized in
speed as pointed out before. Since we focused on domino design in general to take advantage of
its faster speed we will take domino as the dynamic representative in our analyses further in this
section.

In terms of subtreshold leakage, dynamic logic is expected to have advantage compared
to most same, pull up and pull down power as Skew=1, static CMOS logic be it SCMOS or MSCMOS. In dynamic as a result of weak reset transistors a big subtreshold leakage, compared to
CMOS, should not occur. For significant subtreshold leakage to happen in a design there needs
to be a path supporting the leakage from supply to ground. By replacing the whole
complementary reset part with a single weak PMOS transistor a domino design makes it very
hard for subtreshold leakage occur during the evaluation state, when that the weak PMOS
transistor is OFF. Static CMOS having the strongest, and MS-CMOS having weaker but still static
Complementary reset parts, as a result are expected to have higher Subtreshold leakage
compared to equivalent domino design in evaluation state.

In general regardless of stack or no stack, dynamic circuits’ primary part is expected to
have smaller subtreshold leakage compared to equivalent static or monotonic static CMOS
designs. The secondary part, buffer inverters of dynamic circuits, could have larger amount of
subtreshold leakage compared to primary part but since the secondary part only consist of one
transistor on each pull up and pull down paths the total amount of subtreshold leakage that can
happen usually is not big enough to change subtreshold leakage balance of the 3 designs in loss
of domino design.
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We wanted to point out that the above analysis happens in evaluation state only as in
reset state due to sheer size of circuits and extra inverters removed in MS-CMOS via demorgan
rules it’s not possible to make a general analysis without going through individual gate structures.

While the weak path reset transistors of dynamic reduce the possible subtreshold
leakage scenario the pull down path during the reset will continue to create a path to ground from
Vdd through turned ON reset transistor. And only under conditions that other transistors ON (a,
and b) are logic 1 only clock transistor will be OFF which will cause of subtreshold leakage.
However since the keeper transistor is comparably weak (roughly 4 to 6 times smaller than that of
equivalent pull up transistor size) subtreshold current should be still lower than that of CMOS or
MS-CMOS currents.

Gate leakage: In domino, on the other hand, gate leakage is expected to grow worse
compared to static equivalent circuits. Domino in some scenarios can afford couple levels of
footless design, no NMOS clocked transistor, but in this case footless domino design will come
back as a significant problem as crowbar current will grow with each block that domino remains
footless. The main difference of footless designs between MS-CMOS and domino lies in the
causes. The domino with footless design will cause increasing dynamic power dissipation (during
the transition) while MS-CMOS with footless design will cause extra reset delay and this delay will
become bigger as skewing becomes larger.

In the case of a regular dynamic, footer design, gate leakage of MS-CMOS will have an
advantage over the gate leakage equivalent dynamic logic as shown in Table 5.1.

5.2.1.2.

Radix 4

The analyses explained in radix 2 section also apply to radix 4. The only addition we can
make is that in terms of subtreshold leakage domino design is more guaranteed to be lower
compared to equivalent MS-CMOS or SCMOS designs. The analysis we did in Section 5.2.1.1
was that the subtreshold leakage of domino in buffer part was the main subtreshold leakage
provider to domino design. In radix 4, however while the size of the primary part, pull down, path
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increases the size of the secondary part, buffer inverter section, path will remain same. As a
result the subtreshold leakage of domino design does not grow much compared to radix 2 while
other designs’ subtreshold leakage is expected to be bigger with the sizing.

5.2.1.2.1.

SCMOS & MS- CMOS

In terms of CMOS designs, subtreshold leakage of radix 4 is expected to be smaller than
radix 2 of 16 bit design. In radix 4 case, while the sizing increases, the number of transistors
stacked in series also increase. In addition to that one radix 4 gate represents 3 radix 2 gates in
lookahead structure which means in terms of subtreshold leakage one radix 4 gate should be
compared to 3 radix 2 gates. Thus we can make a rough analysis that in terms of subtreshold
leakage radix 4 Static designs are expected to be better than radix 2 static designs. Since domino
design is expected to be having the smallest subtreshold leakage as explained above, we expand
our analysis to cover domino designs too. Thus we can say that in terms of subtreshold leakage
overall radix 4 designs are expected to perform better compared to radix 2 designs.

In terms of gate leakage on the other hand radix 4 compared to radix 2 has significant
disadvantage. Due to sizing get bigger the gate leakage that occurs in radix 4 designs also gets
bigger. Since gate leakage is directly related to bottom transistor sizing making the bottom NMOS
transistor bigger only invites further gate leakage. Thus we can conclude that gate leakage of a
radix 4 gate is significantly higher than that of radix 2 gate.

5.2.1.2.2.

Domino

In terms of subtreshold leakage the domino radix 4 should have the lowest compared to
all other radix 2 and radix 4 designs as details explained at the beginning of radix 4 section. Also
even if the size of radix 4 domino inverters have to be increased a bit to drive the next primary
gate more comfortably the number of buffer inverters decreases by 1 to 3 ratio compared to radix
2 case. As a result radix 4 designs are generally better radix 2 designs in terms of subtreshold
leakage.
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In terms of gate leakage though dynamic radix 4 similar to radix 2 dynamic designs are
expected to have worse gate leakage compared to Static designs. Since dynamic designs have
clocked NMOS transistor at the bottom at each block, and due to the size of radix 4 designs that
NMOS gate which is stacked in series with pull down logic, in every evaluation state the gate
leakage occurring should be significant. One way to diminish this problem specifically though is to
apply reset right after evaluation transition passed the gate in order to minimize the time the
bottom clock transistor stays open. Quick reset and anti-reset will be explained later in this
chapter.

5.2.2.Speed

In terms of speed analysis unlike power dissipation neither we can make multiple
discussions nor divide speed into multiple sections and analyze the parts separately. None of the
pieces has general direction that can be said as it always faster or slower. It’s more like part of
pieces instead of dividing into pieces.

It’s in general clear that MS-CMOS design is expected to be faster than that of equivalent
SCMOS design in the evaluation phase since MS-CMOS is skewing the evaluation path to
finalize the output faster. As expected the reset delay of MS-CMOS shall be slower than
SCMOS’s regular output since SCMOS does not have reset state.

5.2.3.Noise margin

In terms of noise margin, it’s also clear in general that MS-CMOS noise margin is better
than that of domino circuit noise margin. Off course the noise margin of dynamic designs can be
improved with keeper devices but that comes only at the cost of speed which is the main attribute
for domino designs.

5.2.4.Area

If we compare the three different type of “16 bit adder” designs, SCMOS, MS-CMOS and
domino- based on the equal inverter, under the assumption that skewing MS-CMOS is being
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done by increasing the evaluation size transistors, and the assumption that the initial SCMOS
adder design was monotonic - domino should have the best area followed relatively closely by
SCMOS. Domino under these assumptions would have the best ratio because domino pull down
path would be similar to SCMOS without the complementary pull up path.

However if we do not make any assumptions except adjust sizing based on the
equivalent inverter, then the SCMOS will have the best area ratio, followed by domino and MSCMOS. MS-CMOS comparison to domino at this point could be very hard to analyze without the
actual calculation as decisions of skewing by upsizing or downsizing will also change the required
area. Since we didn’t make the assumption that the circuit is monotonic, in the worst case
circumstances it takes double the amount of transistors used in SCMOS design to convert
SCMOS to MS-CMOS. Domino design from this point on can be created by taking the MS-CMOS
design which is already made monotonic, and adding some buffer inverters where missing on
MS-CMOS design.

In the following section the reader can see the actual numbers calculated based on the
gate widths

5.2.5.Complexity

Complexity is a word that definition might change from person to person. A radix 4 can be
assumed as more complex compared to radix 2 by some since the individual blocks are bigger
and tuning might be required due to driving the big loads. However some others might see radix 2
as complex since the each block has less transistor in them increasing the overall block amount
in the design and making it more complex. In terms of Complexity It’s important to remember that
designers are also human beings and even if MS-CMOS design can bring some advantage it also
brings further complexity. To SCMOS it brings monotonicity requirement and extra evaluation and
reset transistors, and to domino brings the complexity of removal of inverters and requiring in one
block to be pulled down and in other opposite, requiring double the amount in creating block
schematics and similarly layouts and such.
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5.2.6.Anti-reset & Quick Reset
MS-CMOS has a unate structure , can be skewed to either direction as long as each
following layer is skewed to opposite of the layer before , such as high skewed following Low
skewed and vice versa. This structure of one state being evaluation and other state being reset
brings the idea of unequal cycle times at one period. While a classical static CMOS - a binate
algorithm meaning not monotonic and can not be skewed to favor a certain direction - favors a
balanced 50% , 50/50, cycles in a period, MS-CMOS can easily change the ratio to somewhat
different numbers. For example , as long as critical path requirements are satisfied , a reset state
of 80% and a evaluation state/phase of 20% could be preferred in the case of heavy leakage
during the evaluation state/cycle. We can divide these into two categories, quick reset and antireset. Let us elaborate .

Anti-reset state is preferred when more combined leakage (gate & subtreshold) occurs
during the evaluation state compared to reset state. In this case in order to reduce the overall
leakage during one period we reduce the evaluation cycle while still allowing the critical path
confition to be satisfied. To do that we calculate the worst timing on the critical path and then
send a reset wave after evaluation wave based on the calculation. At this time it’s imperative to
underline a important situation .

In MS-CMOS although the transistors are skewed to favor

evaluation path this doesn’t mean that sending a reset wave right after evaluation wave would
work all the time. A reset wave’s job is to set all the paremeters to their defaults while evaluation
wave only allows the inputs to be calculated without any default values based on the initial input
combinations. Thus while both reset and evaluation states would have their own critical paths ,
this doesn not conclude the reset path is being slower than evaluation path even when the
evaluation path is skewed.

A quick reset wave is required in less common situations compared to anti-reset wave
since the leakage during the reset state is required to be more than the leakage during the
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evaluation state. In a skewed MS-CMOS circuit there could be conditions where due to input
combinations the leakage during the reset state is higher than evaluation state. For instance
even if the skew rate of evaluation is high if the eval transistors are stacked in series and more
than two of them are shut down, this would reduce the subthreshold leakage considerably as
stacking is counted as a solution to subthreshold leakage at the cost of speed [Schu1994]. (In
CMOS, series in NMOS would require parallel in PMOS ) Also in terms of gate leakage an
arranged input order with the transistor being closest to ground being shut off would make the
gate leakage drop considerably [Lee2003]. As one last note a common thinking of PMOS
transistors being less leaky than NMOS transistors also might not work anymore. Due to gate
leakage increasing exponentially with each generation of scaling companies started researching
other insulators besides Sio2 and currently other insulators are being heavily used in industry in
new generation circuits.
5.3. 1-BIT ADDER DISCUSSION

5.3.1.Test Circuit
Logic circuits with complex functions can provide us with practical simulation results of
large circuits, For example, considering the wide necessity of usage in microchips and being a
monotonic circuit by nature, adder circuits are preferable sample circuits in the study of MSCMOS. Adder circuits are important logic blocks and potentially good with monotonic circuits. As
result it was interesting to explore possibilities with adder designs. On the other hand, basic but
essential logic blocks, such as NAND and NOR gates can help us grasp the perspective of
individual gates better. NAND and NOR gates are two of the most common gates and are crucial
blocks of logic design such as P and G blocks of a typical CLA. As also due to being a major part
of the common adder design we used NAND and NOR blocks to test the characteristics of MSCMOS logics. The test design is shown in Fig 5.5.
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Fig 5.5: MS-CMOS and domino logic topologies. Both inputs have been buffered to create a real
input slope. Due to model limitations skewing is done via adjusting fingering with constant width
(0.75um).. A maximum skew ratio of 3 is used as proven in [Bast2007] that anymore skewing proves
cost inefficient. His results indicated Skew =3 was reasonable rate to look into.

5.3.2.Simulation Methodology
As explained previously , methodology with downsizing (DS, decreasing the size of reset
transistors) and upsizing (US, increasing the size of evaluation transistors) cannot provide a
complete and fair power-delay comparison among the MS-CMOS and other circuit topologies as
trade-offs among such circuits need to be analyzed under same conditions (such as speed
analysis while equal power dissipation). In order to sufficiently analyze the advantages and
disadvantages of MS-CMOS logics we have developed a new comparison technique taking both
DS and US methods into consideration by repeating the simulations with a subset of transistor
widths.
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Fig 5.6: The power delay figures of NAND &NOR blocks are based on the input vector combinations
causing the worst case power dissipation (11 for NAND and 10 for NOR) at low width values parasitic
capacitances becomes effective and increases the delay of the circuit significantly.(W_clk=0.3um for
domino)

5.3.2.1.

Power-Delay Performance

We have introduced a new technique by not only comparing a simulation point but an
array of points representing the different widths as pointed out earlier. In order to figure out
exactly what benefit we would get from skewing, logic circuits that have roughly same power
dissipation were picked and under these conditions a comparison in terms of speed was done.
Moreover, in order to compare power dissipation and speed performance among varies of
topologies we tested the power-delay performance of circuits by using the worst case input vector
combinations in terms of power dissipation. This new comparison technique not only allowed us
to make the comparison fairer but also helped showing why simple upsizing or downsizing
technique alone would not be enough for a fair comparison. Simulation results of the power-delay
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comparison for the P&G (NAND &NOR) blocks with their width varying from 0.4um to 10um are
shown in Fig 5.5.
Due to technology scaling, noise margin, which was not a major component in the
tradeoffs in digital designs a decade ago, has become one of the most critical trade-off
parameters. For example, as we discussed earlier, Domino logic that features a better powerdelay performance than static and MS-CMOS logics is however very sensitive to noise. Thus an
analysis of noise vs. power and the related tradeoffs becomes unavoidable.
In this paper the noise margin of NAND/NOR gates were first tested by introducing a fullscale attacker signal through a coupling wire capacitor, then evaluated by a normalized
capacitance of the wire capacitor, Cwire, and intrinsic capacitance of transistor, Cgs and Cgd, as
shown in (Eq.3).

k=

Cwire
Cwire + Cpara

--- Eq5.3

Meanwhile, in order to clearly demonstrate the power-noise trade-off, we perform noise
analysis for topologies with roughly same leakage power (in a 5% range) but different transistor
widths. This testing method shows the possible worst case noise performance and helps us to
determine the noise margin of different topologies under same amount of power dissipation. The
test circuit for noise is shown in Fig.5.7 and simulation results in Fig.5.8.

Fig 5.7: The circuit for noise test
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Fig 5.8: Comparison of noise margin among static, monotonic-static, domino and domino with
keeper logics.

5.3.2.2.

Overhead & Timing Constraint :

Being one of the causes of limiting the number of stages of monotonic networks such as
domino, and more functionality being demanded from chips in each passing year, overhead, if not
a major, has always been a pressing matter in circuit design trade-offs. . In this paper we perform
a rough estimation of the overhead by adding up transistors’ geometrical size, then compare the
overhead of two test circuits that have approximately same power dissipation
Like overhead timing constraint had always been a crucial matter in terms of tradeoffs. In
most cases, we cannot favor the overhead and timing constraint both. For example, in this paper,
the reset phase in monotonic circuits speeds up with extra clocked reset transistors which would
reduce the timing constraint and increase the overhead.

5.3.3. Discussion
Comparing with static and domino logics, MS-CMOS shows a compromised power-delay
performance due to its monotonicity. As shown in Fig. 4b, in evaluation state, MS-CMOS design
has a significant advantage over SCMOS in terms of speed, but disadvantages over Domino.
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Below table summarizes the data on fig 5.6 and 5.8 as well as shows some other important
tradeoffs that would be encountered in such design.

NAND

NOR

Delay

Power

Noise

Area

Delay

Power

Noise

Area

STATIC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MS-SR2

0.83

0.96

0.993

0.77

0.74

1.02

0.994

0.65

MS-SR3

0.74

1.07

0.986

0.69

0.64

0.99

0.988

0.54

Dok0.5

0.7

0.93

0.982

0.71

0.61

0.92

0.982

0.43

Dok0.3

0.67

0.92

0.973

0.68

0.59

0.91

0.974

0.41

Dok0.1

0.65

0.91

0.953

0.67

0.57

0.89

0.953

0.4

Domino

0.64

0.91

0.882

0.66

0.56

0.83

0.88

0.39

TABLE 5.1: Normalized performance of each circuit in terms of power, delay noise and area during
evaluation is shown. (The logic designs are SCMOS, MS-CMOS with skew ratio of 2 & 3, Domino with
no keeper and domino with keeper sizes of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5um.)

In evaluation phase, from the above graphs and table it is clear to see that domino
with/without small keeper device has superior speed and better leakage performance compared
to static designs while the worst noise margin performance among others. The worst case speed
of domino is about, (NAND/NOR), 1/0.56 (1/0.6) times of Static CMOS but only 0.64/0.56
(0.69/0.6) times of MS-CMOS with SR=3. While domino's speed advantage over MS-CMOS is
not very suppressing in terms of power dissipation domino dissipates 0.86/2.45 times less in NOR
and 0.93/2.68 on NAND. The effect of domino logic dissipating very small amount of power is in
fact not only because domino has better power dissipation characteristics in terms of
subthreshold leakage, but also using only the IVdd of the block as the power dissipation current
component. In return to domino's clear power dissipation advantage, MS-CMOS has visibly much
better noise margin ground while the SCMOS sets the standards in this area.
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In reset state, however, MS-CMOS design’s superior speed advantage over domino
becomes prominent. The static has the best overall speed performance while the domino has the
worst as shown in our test. The network frequency slows down by 140/100 times in NOR while
140/80 in NAND due to the weak reset transistors. Although in this particular case SCMOS
design has the best speed, in a design with more levels the tradeoff might be different. In larger
level of monotonic networks having reset transistors in every level domino and MS-CMOS logic
both can compensate this disadvantage at the cost of additional clock load. While not necessarily
but in need MS-CMOS design can have clocked reset transistors in every level to speed up the
reset state. In other words the number of clocked reset transistors would play a big role to
determine the overall reset worst case speed in MS-CMOS design. This particular tradeoff greatly
depends on the number of levels of monotonic circuits and the type of circuit that is preferred to
design.
As explained in [Fran2001] and [Zhao2006] in more detail, converting a non-monotonic
circuit into Monotonic circuit might cost up to 2 times of the initial logic. Although not as much as
non-monotonic to Monotonic, MS-CMOS also does have overhead over dynamic circuits as the
MS-CMOS has complementary logic in its reset path while dynamic circuits only have weak reset
transistors

5.4.

16-BIT ADDER DISCUSSION

To evolve the discussion we started with 1 bit adder in this section we will discuss the
simulation results done with multiple 16 bit adders.

5.4.1. This Work Vs Previous Works
Comparisons with MS-CMOS have generally been done with either downsizing (DS,
decreasing the size of reset transistors) [Bast2007] or upsizing (US, increasing the size of
evaluation transistors) [Bai2004], [ITRS], [Joss1999]. These do not necessarily provide a fair
comparison, however, since it only use one variable to create power vs delay comparison, and
assume a random optimal point instead of finding the right one through analyzing the circuit. For
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instance in Bastani’s work [Bast2007], downsizing the reset path were used in the simulations.
However no satisfactory explanation was given to justify the reason of the initial non-skewed gate
sizing. Each power vs delay curve has an optimal point per designer determining best location
where power and delay is at. An initial point chosen further than optimal point then using skewing
one can move the circuit sizing range closer to optimal point giving the impression that skewing is
very advantageous and disadvantages are minor. We in our approach by using a sweep in sizes
created a curve for delay vs power which helps the designer to find the optimal point in the design,
Fig 5.9. In our case since we used a more complete analysis, by using two independent variable
to analyze a wide range of circuit sizing, it’s possible to find the optimal point. For first
independent parameter, variable to shift the sizing to further up and down in terms of width values,
the top and bottom boundaries are at the locations where sizing being too big and sizing being
too small making delay and power not-effective respectively. For the other independent variable,
skewing parameter, we did not rely on downsizing or upsizing only but use both approaches in a
sense. Since for the first independent parameter we use a variable to change of all sizing of the
circuit and doing this step by step from width as small as 0.4um to width as big as 50um by step
size of roughly 2 times the previous one, on each step both upsizing and downsizing paths are
covered. In another word ,in our case, we do not need to rely on upsizing or downsizing alone
since upsizing of one step is equal to downsizing of another and vice versa. For instance we
have steps at width=1um, 2um, 3um. That means simulations which are picked as optimal point
which is equal to width =1um with an upsizing at skew ratio 3 will have the same design values as
simulations where optimal point is taken at 3um and a downsizing with a skew of 3 is placed.
Thus sweeping the whole width range making the choice of picking upsizing or downsizing
irrelevant, one optimal point can be found easily. Fig 5.9 shows power delay curves of various
designs in both evaluation and reset states in our simulations.
5.4.2.Discussion
In previous section we went over the other parts in more detail, but touched the
discussion part briefly. Since work in the previous section was only 1-bit adder design it would not
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provide a bigger discussion possibility.

However in 16-bit adder design we go over the

comparisons in more detail.

Fig 5.9: Radix 2, Delay vs power dissipation curves, range from width=0.2 to 50um

5.4.2.1.

Speed (Delay) Performance:

Comparisons are made under equal power dissipation. The leakage vs evaluation delay
curves shown in Fig 5.9 are only for radix 2 design. For the sake of simplicity and ease of
understanding we did not put them into one graph. After discussions are done in radix 2 and radix
4 we placed the significant power vs delay curves of both radix 2 and 4 together.

In terms of understanding the curves, if a curve is always on the left of the other one than
its always better in speed and most probably the more preferred one overall. However when they
cross the better design can be decided by the readers according to which constraints as well as
decision in of which parameters is more important.
5.4.2.1.1.

Radix 2 Reset :

Domino radix 2 design has the best performance at the point of highest speed and equal
power dissipation points while MS-CMOS designs with skew ratio increasing has growing delay
results. Domino designs as stated in literature [Ajay2014], have better delay results compared to
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static equivalents. Besides the buffers driving the overall load of the clock transistors in a domino
structure the fight there is little resistance from opposite pull down current. Thus is the reason
pulling up the floating nodes takes small amount of time compared to static design. Footer
transistor shuts down the potential pull down NMOS transistors when the PMOS reset transistor
can pull the floating node up to logic 1 level. Thus the only significant contribution to domino reset
delay comes from clock buffers which has the duty to send the clock signals to each clock
transistor as fast and sharp(slope from 1 to 0 or vice versa) as possible. Here we can summarize
a well known fact that the reset delay of domino is vastly controlled by the clock buffer tree
arrangement and optimization. Footless domino on the other hand could have fights in the later
blocks of a design as the pull downs are not completely shut off by the time the reset order
reaching resulting strong pull down versus weak pull up reset transistors causing extra delay
(power dissipation as well) until the NMOS gates are shut down by the input vector initiated from
the very input and transmitted through blocks reaching the specified block. As a result reset
speed of footless domino is expected to be slower compared to footer domino design and the
delay of the footless domino will be connected to the length of the blocks more closely than footer
domino whose connection is only via clock load increase being proportional to increase in number
of blocks in the design. These facts can also be seen from the Fig 5.8 as in general footless
domino has more delay with more power dissipation in reset state.
MS-CMOS design on the other hand suffers from separate problems in reset state. In our
MS-CMOS designs, as specified before, clocking transistors have only been used in the first
stage where P and G blocks located. A clock only on the first stage is about same thing as any
input vector and in reset state the extra clock can even provide extra delay to total reset cycle due
to stacking as well as transistor sizing increasing due to equivalent inverter calculations. The
reset speed relation between MS-CMOS with clk and without clk at an equal power dissipation
line is also clear in the graph. Thus does the MS-CMOS with skew=3 has the lowest reset value
and MS-CMOS with no clock (no skew) design has the best reset delay among the given MSCMOS circuits. In the graph the MS-CMOS without clock and domino footer designs have close
results in reset delay. As networks becomes larger the difference of speed in between these two
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designs will be closely related to speed response of the clock load buffer network of the domino
design versus the speed of reset signal passing through MS-CMOS blocks. Additional length to
circuit adds more blocks to circuit to MS-CMOS reset while more buffer transistors to domino. If
we take the radix 4 structure (explained in the next subsection) as a basis to our results in this
particular scenario we can conclude that increasing the number of blocks causes less increase in
reset delay of domino compared to MS-CMOS which means each additional clock buffer of
domino adds less delay compared to each block of MS-CMOS. Also as a final note, while MSCMOS with high skew seems to

have big disadvantage reset speed can be improved

significantly by putting clocks in every 3rd or later blocks as described in [Bast2006a] at the cost
of some other values such as evaluation speed and complexity. In our experiment not putting any
clock in the middle blocks to improve reset speed was to create fair comparison in between radix
2 and 4 designs. While radix 2 reset clearly needs the additional transistor to improve reset delay
radix 4, as will be seen, does not require this addition.
5.4.2.1.2.

Radix 2 Evaluation :

In evaluation state we take an equal power dissipation to make comparisons. For a fixed
equal power dissipation point at the highest speeds if we compare the domino and MS-CMOS in
general for evaluation speed domino comes behind in speed compared to monotonic design.
Domino falls behind MS-CMOS in evaluation speed because the extra buffer inverters
placed in every block following the pull down domino logic. While inverters are very important
pieces as they provide stability, noise margin as well as speed in most domino design in this
particular design inverters do not provide big benefit in terms of speed. Since the loads are small
the inverters are not needed from speed point of view. For domino designs inverters are a
necessity in regular conditions as they provides stability, noise reduction, as well are buffers that
can drive the following block with ease. However under the conditions where the next block load
is small as it is in the given Radix 2 configuration the buffers create unnecessary delay instead of
providing speed to the circuit. As a result regular dynamic designs in radix 2 configuration falls
behind MS-CMOS with skew ratio higher than 1. Each inverter buffer adds roughly 12ps to delay
in evaluation at our 22nm experimental design node. A domino design unlike CMOS cannot get
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rid of its internal inverters. The inverter buffers are not only intended to keep the driving capability
high but also a part of keeper device. In addition to buffers the domino in our design has stack of
3 NMOS'es due to clock every leg. And lastly keeper devices that are required to increase the
noise margin will cause the inevitable speed decrease. Also extra inverters might cause extra
parasitic capacitances since they add significant changes in design layout and cause the poly to
be longer thus increasing parasitic cap density.
MS-CMOS with skew =3 has roughly 50% speed advantage to a regular domino at the
highest possible speed for equal power dissipation. While we shown here that MS-CMOS can
have better speed compared to MS-CMOS we have to emphasize again that this happens under
the given conditions.
MS-CMOS with skew ratio higher than 1 in evaluation is expected to respond fast as One
advantage of this design over domino is to make use of Boolean logic to remove the inverter
buffers. While creating speed this adds some complexity by means of adding a new 2nd block
complementary of 1st block. This way every 2nd blocks are complementary to their prior blocks
and maintain Monotonicity. While the number of blocks increase compared to a regular radix 4
structure since the load to drive also is smaller driving does not add extra latency to the circuit.
The only comparably big load to drive will be transistors that are triggered by clock cycle however
smaller size blocks requires smaller size transistors and thus doesn't cause very big delays.
A formula of 16 * 2 ( wnmos+wpmos ) where wnmos and wpmos are NMOS and PMOS
sizes and the multiplication factors comes from the number of bits and number of blocks ( P and
G ) that clocks were used in MS-CMOS design. While we could use extra transistor layer in the
middle in order to avoid complexity in the monotonicity design we avoided putting any extra
transistor to circuit.
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Fig 5.10: Radix 4, delay vs power dissipation curves, range from width=0.2 to 50um

5.4.2.1.3.

Radix 4 Reset :

Domino in Radix 4 design has slower reset speed compared to MS-CMOS where power
dissipation is fixed and at highest speed point possible. This has multiple reasons. One is both
domino designs are footless and thus evaluation speed is improved with footless design at the
cost of degrading reset delay. Another aspect is that; In this design while the amount of the
blocks are far less compared to radix 2 but the each block is also proportionally bigger in size.
This means in between radix 2 and radix 4 the designs the clock load for domino did not drop,
while the number of the blocks that reset of MS-CMOS has to pass is far less. Thus MS-CMOS
without heavy skewing surpass domino reset speed. In the case of longer levels with radix 4
design our prediction will be similar to the reset situation in radix 2. It's expected to have domino
growing slower in reset delay compared to MS-CMOS with the increase in number of blocks.
MS-CMOS in reset of radix 4 design, MS-CMOS with no skew has the highest speed.
radix 4 design consist of only 2 level of blocks and CMOS being faster than domino meaning only
having the fastest speed response in reset state also shows that in radix 4 design the reset of
domino clock buffers takes longer time to process the reset signal to blocks compared to regular
static CMOS reset cycle. In this scenario we do not have many blocs (blocks length is shorter
than radix 2) thus no need for clocks to help recover reset speed. This MS-CMOS gains some
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advantage for this particular circuit compared to domino in speed for equal power dissipation and
at the highest speed possible.
5.4.2.1.4.

Radix 4 Evaluation

Radix 4 Domino: In this design the inverters’ are being used correctly, thus speeding up
the whole process. Only issue is that with the clocked transistors a stack of even 5 transistors can
be seen , which should cause degree of slowness. As a result a speed closer to that of MSCMOS with skew =3 in radix 2 can be reached with domino in radix 4 design. Also less blocks
meaning less keepers and less fighting with evaluation wave.

Radix 4 MS-CMOS (no clock): While MS-CMOS with skew might be advantageous in
radix 2 evaluation speed, the same cannot be said for MS-CMOS radix 4 design. The radix 4
design has big loads to drive and since we removed the inverters as a results each block takes
significantly longer processing time, which adding all together becomes big. Stack of 4 transistors
causes the circuits to slow down. While we can customize slightly in order to increase speed by
increasing the size of transistors that are closer to output and decrease the sizing that is closing
to ground, this technique like any other will not be necessary. As before mentioned our goal is to
compare basic functions of two circuits with minimum amount of custom design to avoid
complexity.
Radix 4 MS-CMOS (with clk): Compared to no clk version the speed difference should
be clear however compared to domino version it is still relatively slow.
5.4.2.2.

Noise Margin:

Under roughly equal sizing conditions these points taken. In 16 bit adder circuits the
injection of noise in theory is no different than that of 1 bit NAND and NOR gates. And similarly
not much difference can be observed in Fig 5.11 compared to what was observed on smaller
scale.
Noise being injected into blocks will face strong opposition from pull up or pull down sides
as they are statically protected in MS-CMOS design while dynamic nodes are protected via
keeper devices.
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Static noise results are being calculated by giving triggering same attacker to attack the
circuit as shown in Fig 4.25 right after all the inputs node are stabilized to their respective logic
levels based on the input vector. The results below are the worst case results as we not only
attack with logic 0 to 1 but also 1 to 0.

noise
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20
10
0

noise

Fig 5.11: Noise margin of different test circuits.

The above not normalized graph shows the general noise margin. Now we would like to
analyze the graph further. Domino designs as expected have smaller noise susceptibility even
compared to MS-CMOS designs. The high impedance nodes in the domino design are the ones
most susceptible to outside noise. Unlike static designs dynamic designs do not have
complementary logic not allowing any node to be floating. As a result other means of noise
protection tools such as keeper devices (half latch) has to be introduced to maintain noise control.
The conditions for these devices are; these devices should not be active all the time, should be
relatively weaker than other transistor sizes so that they do not affect the speed of the circuit too
much. As we know adding a new circuitry to improve noise will have negative effect on other
tradeoffs such as area and speed. Thus the sizing cannot be made big where it can act like a
complimentary static logic. This causes the keeper condition to increase the noise margin
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compared to initial keeperless domino while worse than static noise margin. Skewing MS-CMOS
makes it more aggressive and gets less noise resistant as skewed higher.
MS-CMOS, while gets weakened noise margin when it's skewed compared to non
skewed basic static CMOS, it still has significant advantage over domino in noise margin as seen.
The worse case MS-CMOS noise margin where skew is the highest has still higher noise margin
compared to domino with keeper size 0.5 conditions.

5.4.2.3.

Area

MS-CMOS though expected to consume bigger space than domino..For circuits
consisting of only a few logic gates, it is not possible to capture all of the tradeoffs involved in
comparing logic families. Domino and MS-CMOS circuits have logic overhead that can grow
depending on the function and the number of levels. The design of reset transistors can be used
to trade area and power for reset speed. But to get a sense of relative areas at the gate level, we
computed a total channel area in each case. These numbers were then normalized and
compared across circuits with comparable power.

Area
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2000
1500
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500
Area

0

Fig 5.12: Overhead graph of radix 2 16-bit adders
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The area graph above shows in general the required Area based on transistor sizes. In
general the average MS-CMOS size is roughly around 40% bigger in size, total transistor width,
of domino which is the result of Complementary logic. This size difference will be smaller once we
layout the whole structure as CMOS designs can be made rather squeezed well while still bigger
than Domino. We have to mentioned again that the ADDER design is a MONOTONIC design
thus did not require too much logic duplication otherwise the Static with inverter design would
have the lowest area among all the designs compared on this graph based on same equivalent
inverter sizing.

5.4.2.4.

Design Convenience :

MS-CMOS cause some more trouble in our scenario as we have to design 2 blocks while
for domino cases only one lookahead block is to be designed. This is a very small detail in
general.
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5.4.2.5.

Additional Data:

Fig 5.13: radix 4, complete circuits design set for delay vs power.

Fig 5.13 compares 7 circuit designs. The Fig 5.10 version of this graph has 5 circuits
compared. For the sake of simplicity and ease of understanding we had removed those that are
not specifically important from Fig 5.10. Similarly Fig 5.14 has 11 drawings representing different
circuits while only 7 of them were on Fig 5.9. While the remaining circuits are not as important as
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the ones placed. We would like to share these also with the reader for deeper understanding

Fig 5.14: Radix 2 complete circuits design set for delay vs power.
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6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We presented a detailed comparison of standard static, domino, and MS-CMOS logic
circuits in a hypothetical 22nm technology with significant gate leakage currents. Such a model
may be representative of highly scaled technologies in the fairly near future. Our comparison was
done over a full range of transistor widths, producing a more complete comparison than has been
done in the past. We demonstrated that MS-CMOS does potentially provide a useful compromise
between the other two approaches in such technologies. It can provide reasonable noise margin
and evaluation speed, while at the same time keeping power consumption from growing too large,
even when the devices have relatively high gate leakage currents. And the model and approach
that we have demonstrated here can be used for more extensive comparisons in the future.
MS-CMOS does provide many other questions asking reader to try out new approaches.
One approach that can be used in the future is to investigate MS-CMOS with different transistor
gate formations such as FINFETS or Quad FETS. While the FINFET technology is not a very
new one due to decent control on short channel effects and exponential increase of gate leakage
FINFET designs started to become popular. Although in principal the ideas in this dissertation
apply to FINFET devices as well, it still can be interesting to investigate the effects of using
FINFETS on MS-CMOS trade-offs.
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Another direction can be the extensive investigation of anti reset and quick reset
techniques with pipelining implementation. Proper combination of these reset techniques and
input vector arrangements could significantly reduce static power dissipation.
Further investigations would be to study the effect of MS-CMOS on dynamic power
dissipation as well as using different combinational circuits other than adders. We briefly
explained how dynamic power dissipation in MS-CMOS logic is expected to behave, however our
main focus here was to investigate the static power dissipation. Thus additional experiments
might be useful.
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